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As the world battles the
Covid-19 pandemic, Prime

Minister Narendra Modi on
Saturday called for “One Earth,
One Health,” in apparent ref-
erence to collective effort to
meet the challenge and equi-
table distribution of resources.
He made this appeal while
participating in the virtual
ongoing G-7 summit in United
Kingdom.

With the world now
urgently needing vaccine to
combat the pandemic, French
President Emmanuel Macron
favoured unhindered raw
material supplies to countries
like to India to produce vaccine
in large numbers, sources said.

Chancellor Angela Merkel
specifically referred to PM’s
mantra and conveyed strong
support, news agency ANI
quoted  GoI sources as saying.

Australian PM Scott
Morisson referred to his dis-
cussions with PM Modi earli-
er about TRIPS waiver and
conveyed strong support of
Australia.

Modi also spoke on ways to
come out of the pandemic at
the earliest. He addressed the

outreach session on Saturday
and will speak again on Sunday
morning.

He was invited to attend
the summit by British Prime
Minister Boris Johnson.  Given
the situation at home, Modi
opted to participate in the
prestigious meet virtually. 

Modi had taken part in this
event in 2019 when France
chaired the G-7.  India partic-
ipated then as a “Goodwill
Partner” and Modi participat-
ed in the sessions on “Climate,
Biodiversity and Oceans” and
“Digital Transformation”.

During the ongoing sum-
mit at Cromwall, Modi will vir-
tually take part in three sessions
on the themes “Building Back

Stronger”, “Building Back
Together” and “Building Back
Greener”.

Meanwhile, according to
news agency AP, the United
States plans to push democra-
tic allies to publicly call out
China for forced labour prac-
tices as the Group of Seven
leaders gathered at a summit
where they will also unveil an
infrastructure plan meant to
compete with Beijing’s efforts
in the developing world.

The provocative proposal is
part of President Joe Biden’s
escalating campaign to get fel-
low democratic leaders to pre-
sent a more unified front to
compete economically with
China in the century ahead,
according to two senior admin-
istration officials who briefed
reporters on the condition of
anonymity because they were
not authorised to discuss the
plans for the seaside summit
publicly.

The officials said Biden
wanted G-7 leaders to speak
out in a single voice against
forced labour practices target-
ing Uyghur Muslims and other
ethnic minorities. Biden hopes
the denunciation will be part of
the joint communique released

at the summit’s end, but some
European allies have been
reluctant to so forcefully split
with Beijing. It may not be clear
until the three-day summit
ends on Sunday whether the
leaders will take that step.

The wealthy nations’ lead-
ers were all smiles and unity as
they were welcomed to the
summit on Friday by British
Prime Minister Boris Johnson
on the freshly raked sand of
Carbis Bay in southwest
England for their first gather-
ing since 2019.

Last year’s gathering was
cancelled because of Covid-19,
and recovery from the pan-
demic is dominating this year’s
discussions, with members of
the wealthy democracies’ club
expected to commit to sharing
at least 1 billion vaccine shots
with struggling countries.

China also loomed large
over the meeting on the crag-
gy coast of Cornwall. Biden’s
proposed critique of China’s
labour practices was to be
raised as the allies 
unveil an infrastructure pro-
posal dubbed “Build Back
Better for the World,” a name
that echoes the slogan of
Biden’s poll campaign.
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Megha Rajagopalan, an
Indian-origin journalist,

along with two contributors has
won the Pulitzer Prize for
innovative investigative reports
that exposed a vast infrastruc-
ture of prisons and mass
internment camps secretly built
by China for detaining hun-
dreds of thousands of Muslims
in its restive Xinjiang region.

Rajagopalan from
BuzzFeed News is among two
Indian-origin journalists who
won the US’ top journalism
award on Friday.

Tampa Bay Times’ Neil
Bedi won for local reporting.
Bedi along with Kathleen
McGrory has been awarded the
prize for the series exposing a
Sheriff ’s Office initiative that
used computer modelling to
identify people believed to be
future crime suspects. About
1,000 people were monitored
under the programme, includ-
ing children. Bedi is an inves-
tigative reporter for the Tampa
Bay Times. 

“What Kathleen and Neil
unearthed in Pasco County
has had a profound impact on
the community,” said Mark
Katches, Times executive edi-
tor. “This is what 
the best investigative journal-
ism can do and why it is so
essential.”

Rajagopalan’s Xinjiang
series won the Pulitzer Prize in
the International category.
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The Goods and Services Tax
(GST) has been waived for

two critical drugs against
Covid-19 and black fungus
Tocilizumab and Amphotericin
B.  Tax rates have been reduced
to 5 per cent on 14 major pan-
demic relief goods, including
testing kits and hand sanitisers,
from prevailing rates in the
range of 12 per cent and 18 per
cent. 

The 44th GST Council
meeting on Saturday also
decided to slash tax rates on
medicines and equipment used
for the treatment of Covid-19

A notification to this effect
will be issued within a day or
two. The 5 per cent GST levied
on vaccines was left unchanged,
following the recent changes in
the country’s vaccine procure-
ment strategy that puts the
Union government in charge of
augmenting supplies.  

The reduced rates, which
Revenue Secretary Tarun Bajaj
said were aimed at providing
some succour to the people
amid the pandemic, will
remain effective till September
30, but could be extended fur-

ther based on later assess-
ments.  The decision to slash
tax rates was based on a rec-
ommendation of a Group of
Ministers, headed by
Meghalaya Deputy Chief
Minister Conrad Sangma, and
would remain effective till
September 30, 2021. 

The GST rate on COVID-
19 drug Tocilizumab and black
fungus medicine Amphotericin
B will be reduced to nil from
the existing 5 per cent. 

The GST rate on
Remdesivir and anticoagulants
like Heparin is lowered from 12
per cent to 5 per cent. 

The GST rate on ambu-
lances has been cut to 12 per
cent from 28 per cent. Tax on
medical grade oxygen, oxygen
concentrator (including per-
sonal imports), ventilators,
BiPAP machines and high flow
nasal cannula (HFNC) devices
has been cut to 5 per cent from
12 per cent.
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At a time when the people,
at least in the urban areas

are hankering for the Covid-19
vaccines to protect themselves
from deadly virus, Government
data shows that only 17 per
cent of the 1.85 crore doses
were utilised by private hospi-
tals last month, leaving a mas-
sive stock unused.

As per the Union Health
Ministry statement issued ear-
lier this month, a total of 7.4
crore doses were made avail-
able across the country in May,
out of which 1.85 crore doses
were earmarked for private
hospitals. However, the
Government data showed that
only 22 lakh doses were
utilised.

Experts feel that the huge
stock lying with the private
hospitals could be due to the
high prices of vaccinations and

vaccine hesitancy. 
Private hospitals across

India procured 1.29 crore vac-
cine doses of the available 1.85
crore shot, as per the
Government data.

In what could corroborate
these alarming revelations, as
per reports, for instance while
the vaccination centres run by
Brihanmumbai Municipal
Corporation and the State
Government were shut in
Mumbai due to shortage in
June, lakhs of doses were still
available with private hospitals.

Maharashtra had procured
25.10 lakh vaccine doses in
May, private hospitals, on the
other hand, purchased 32.38
lakh doses, the highest in any
State. In Mumbai the private
hospitals procured 22.37 lakh
doses, four times more than the
5.23 lakh doses the civic body
BMC was allocated by the
State Government.
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Denmark midfielder
Christian Eriksen was

taken to a hospital on Saturday
after collapsing on the field
during a match at the European
Championship. The govern-
ing body of European soccer
said Eriksen has been sta-
bilised and the Danish soccer
federation said he was awake.

“Christian Eriksen is awake
and is undergoing further
examinations at Rigshospitalet,”
the Danish federation wrote on
Twitter. 

The Euro 2020 match
between Denmark and Finland
was suspended after Eriksen
was given urgent medical atten-
tion on the field near the end
of the first half. He was treat-
ed for about 10 minutes after
collapsing.  He was then carried
off on a stretcher. 

UEFA then announced the
game had been suspended “due
to a medical emergency.”
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Jharkhand reported zero
Covid casualties in a day for

the first time on Saturday since
the second wave of the pan-
demic hit the State earlier this
year, data compiled by the
National Health Mission
(NHM) highlighted. The active
caseload of Covid-19 also
dropped below the 4,000-mark
as the state reported twice as
many Covid recoveries as fresh
cases of infection.

A bulletin released by the
NHM stated that as many as 493
Covid patients recovered from
the viral infection on Saturday,
while 239 people were found
infected by novel coronavirus.
At least 3,966 Jharkhand resi-
dents were battling Covid-19 by
the end of Saturday, the bulletin
further stated.

East Singhbhum was the
only district to report more
than 50 fresh cases of infection
on Saturday. As many as 51

people were found infected in
East Singhbhum and 91
patients recovered there, bring-
ing the active caseload down to
722 on the day.

As many as 78 recoveries
against 27 cases brought the
active caseload in Ranchi down
to 1,236. Among other districts,
Dhanbad reported 12 cases

against 17 recoveries, while
Bokaro reported only six cases
and 17 recoveries. At least 23
people were found infected in
Hazaribag and 46 patients
recovered there.

The State on Saturday test-
ed swab samples of 43,653 res-
idents and the positivity rate on
the day was less than 0.5 per

cent. As per Government data,
over 3.43 lakh people have
been infected by coronavirus in
the State so far and 97.36 per
cent of them have recovered,
while 1.48 per cent of them
have died.

The growth rate of Covid
cases also dropped to 0.09 per
cent in the State against the
national average of 0.22 per cent
on the day, while the doubling
rate in Jharkhand further rose to
796.09 days against the nation-
al doubling rate of 314.44 days.

So far, as many as 5,082
Jharkhand residents have died of
Covid-19 and 1,579 of them
were from Ranchi alone. With
1,029 casualties, East Singhbhum
accounts for the second highest
number of deaths among the 24
districts in the State.

The State on Saturday
administered the first dose of
vaccine against Covid-19 to as
many as 95,730 residents,
including 2984 senior citizens
and over 50,000 residents in the
age bracket of 18 years to 44
years. As many as 13,113 resi-
dents received their second
jab on the day.
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The Banmara village of Kullu
Kera panchayat is located at

the Jharkhand and
Chhattisgarh border of
Simdega district. 100 per cent
of the population of this village
have been vaccinated for
Covid-19. 

People of Jins Jara Kani vil-
lage of Simdega situated at the
border of Jharkhand and
Chhattisgarh have shown the
same kind of spirit. 

Despite being one of the far-
thest villages, people here active-
ly participated in the vaccination
drive and achieved 100 per cent
vaccination in the village. 

After a few awareness
attempts by the administration
people of these villages realised
the importance of vaccination
for the safety of their people.
Ranga panchayat of Masaliya
block in Dumka is also head-
ing towards 100 per cent vac-
cination. Panchayats like
Shikaripara, Gandrakpur,
which are situated at the far-

thest part of the districts, have
also achieved more than 80 per
cent vaccination.

Garu block of Latehar dis-
trict is a Naxal affected block.
The population of this block is
close to 36,000. 

Almost 50 per cent of the
18 plus population of this block
have received the vaccine Jab.
The district administration is
running intensive awareness
campaigns across the block.
Every day, a rise in vaccination
coverage is being recorded.

Awareness campaigns run by
the Government in native and
regional languages are helping
people understand the benefits
of the vaccine. Myths and fal-
lacies related to the vaccine are
being exposed among the rural
population of the state.

Dumka district of Santhal
Pargana region having multiple
panchayats recording more
than 75 per cent or 80 per cent
vaccination coverage is running
an intensive awareness drive
across the districts. 

In addition to weekend
vaccination mass drives being
organised across the State,
Dumka also organises aware-
ness camps. Officials and local
people take part in awareness
camps and mobilise more peo-
ple towards vaccination centres.

Apart from the efforts
made by the administration to
create awareness among the
rural population, every week
people would gather at differ-
ent parts of the village.
Everyone would share their

inputs related to Covid safety
behaviour and vaccination.

Self-education, village level
meetings related to vaccines
was prevalent among villagers.
Having a traditional lifestyle,
every week they take part in
social work for the upliftment of
their village and their people. 

This created a similarity of
thought among the villagers.
Villages like Banmara, Jins Jara
Kani and Ranga were motivat-
ed by the awareness drives run
by the Government, they
accepted the importance of vac-
cination. They admitted that
death due to Covid can create
chaos among villagers. To avoid
such mishappenings they vol-
untarily came ahead to take part
in the Covid vaccination. 

Appeals from the govern-
ment headed by the Chief
Minister are now bringing
results. Migrants coming back
to these villages are being kept
under quarantine for 14 days,
at Government-run quaran-
tine facilities for the safety of
their village.
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A24-year-old youth fell victim
of mistaken identity and

was killed in retaliatory firing by
security forces in Garu area of
Latehar district, about 170 kilo-
metres from the State Capital. In
the firing another youth was
injured and was taken for treat-
ment, said sources.  

Superintendent of Police,
Latehar Prashant Anand, said,
“One person has been killed in
the jungles of Kookoo Piri
under the Garu police station
today. The deceased was not an
extremist. Our team is there in
the jungles let’s see what find-
ings come out from there.”

Anand said that security
forces had the information that
there were some people there
with country made weapons.
He said that they knew people
go to the jungles with
‘bharawthuwa bandook’ (old
style country made weapon) to
shoot wild boars etc. 

Asked whether the elite

force fired unilaterally as one
with ‘Bharawthuwa bandook’
can’t dare to open fire on the
forces that too on the CRPF
CoBRA and Jharkhand Jaguar,
Anand said there came a few
fires from that end also. 

Sources in the police
department revealed that the
incident took place when a
group of villagers (mostly
youths) went out for hunting in
Kookoo Piri jungle under Garu
Police Station of Latehar district.
Teams of CRPF, Jharkhand
Jaguar and State Police had
launched a search operation in
the area and they spotted a
group with arms, they added.

“Incidentally, the villagers
started the firing by spotting a
wild animal and in the retalia-
tory firing one youth, identified
as Brahmadev Singh (24), died
on the spot, while another
person Deenanath Singh (25)
was injured as a bullet hit his
arm. During the search oper-
ation 5 persons were appre-
hended by the forces and are
being interrogated,” said the
sources.

Ironically enough, the
CRPF stated in the forenoon
that a Maoist’s body was recov-
ered during an encounter in
Latehar and no rebuttal came
from the elite force till the time
of filing of this report.
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�I understand that you are reading a script. Is it for a new
project?

No-no. Wagle Ki Duniya- Nayi Peedhi, Naye Kissey
requires that we come up with a new storyline every day.
We have tried to ensure that none of the stories in the series
go beyond one episode. Out of the 78 episodes that have
aired till now, there have been only a couple that have run
into the second part. At the end of the day the creative writer
has to send the storyline for the next day. That is what keeps
me busy in the evenings.

�What are the challenges you are facing having to shoot
outside of Mumbai?

Wagle… as a show is all about daily trials and
tribulations of the common man, we never expected to be
at the resort, where we are shooting, for more than 15-29
days; it has now been 49 days. Then there is the whole thing
of creating daily stories. We have based our show on real-
life issues of the common man. To put out stories every day
is not an easy task. Also, it is not possible for a middle-class
family to afford to stay in the resort for such a long time.
We have to work around these constraints and bring out
the essence of the show that is all about morals, values,
emotions and principles.

�What makes Wagle Ki Duniya so popular?
The series is all about the common man and his trials

and travails. People sitting at home identify with what is
happening in Wagle’s world. People find a connection with
the actors and feel that what the characters are going through
in reel life is something that they face everyday —
problems at the workplace, kids have problems at home and
the wife having to deal with household issues. These are
small things but it makes what we call life — a common
man’s life. The show is about how a middle-class man thinks
and people find a connection with the thinking that has been
shown.

�How is this series different from the 1988-90 show?
Here, the series takes a leap. While some of the cast is the

same, there are new characters. This adds a new dimension
to the show while keeping the essence of the original show
that had 18 episodes. We wanted to showcase Wagle’s duniya
in the new setting. I call this show TV-web — a combination
of TV show and web series.
�How did the idea to revisit the show come up?

A few of us were working for a new show for the channel
keeping in mind middle and higher middle class. Neeraj
Vyas, business head of SAB TV called me at night and
asked me what I thought of Wagle Ki Duniya of 1988. I
told him it is an excellent idea. The next morning, I called
Usha Laxman. She told me that she was about to call me
with regard to 18 episodes that she had. I told her that why
not do new episodes. She asked how we would do it
without RK Laxman. I told her that we will begin
with zero.

�Why choose the same cast?  
There was no way that we could have not

taken Anjan Srivastav and Bharti Achrekar;
they are the original Wagles. There was no
reason not to take them. Since there is a
leap, we couldn’t take Dushyant Nagpal
instead opted for two kids — Chinmayee
Salvi and Sheehan Kapahi. Then there
is Sumeet Raghavan; we wanted him
to be there; then there is Pariva
Pranati.

�Were there any apprehensions
since the series takes a leap and is
set in present times?

No, we had no apprehensions.
We have a wonderful team and we
knew that this new series would work
as well. We have worked on so many
shows that talk about middle-class
issues, we knew people would love this
too. The only thing that we had to do was to act
responsibly. The original show was directed by Kundan
Shah; we had to land right.

�You are an actor. How did you get into
production and directing?

It was always on the cards. I am an MBA and
when I left my job, I gave myself time as an actor. I
had written a letter to myself where I had planned
my life. Production and directing was already there
on the cards. I am glad that I have managed to
remain true to the letter. I am glad that I formed
Hats Off Productions with my friend and now
business partner, Aatish Kapadia.
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UNICEF Jharkhand chief
Prashant Dash and other

office bearers met Chief
Minister Hemant Soren on
Saturday at CM’s residential
office and handed over many
important medical equipment
to the CM to fight the Covid-
19 pandemic. 

On the occasion, the CM
said that continuous efforts are
being made by the State
Government for prevention and
better treatment of infected
patients. The state government
has started its preparations in
view of the possible third wave
of corona infection. Better med-
ical management for infection

control is the priority of the
Government, he said.

The CM said that in this era
of global infection, supplying
essential medical equipment
and gear to the State government
by UNICEF is a commendable
job. He said that commendable
steps are being taken by various
institutions including UNICEF
in the development of the State.
“I am sure that the essential
materials provided by Jharkhand
UNICEF will help in providing
medical aid to the needy people
of the State and in winning the
ongoing fight against COVID-
19. This effort and cooperation
being done by UNICEF to save
the lives of infected patients is
commendable. I thank the entire

team of UNICEF. Together we
will win the war against coron-
avirus,” said the CM.

UNICEF Jharkhand Chief
Prashant Das said that
Jharkhand UNICEF is provid-
ing oxygen concentrators to the
State government to control the
situation that has arisen in the
State due to Covid-19. He said

that cold chain equipment,
RTPCR machines and masks
are also being provided to the
State government by UNICEF
for better management and to
reduce the spread of corona
infection in the State. UNICEF
will continue to work step by
step with the State Government
for epidemic control.

Development Comm-
issioner cum Additional Chief
Secretary, Department of
Health, Government of
Jharkhand Arun Kumar Singh
said, “In addition to oxygen
concentrators, we have also
received cold chain equip-
ment’s, RTPCR machines and
masks. These will strengthen
our preparedness for the pan-

demic and help us save lives.”
Three RTPCR machines

(RIMS-2, MGM Medical
College-1), 20 lakh three layered
surgical masks, 800 oxygen con-
centrators, two walking coolers,
one walking freezer, 90 ice-line
refrigerators, 27 deep freezers,
511 large cold chain boxes were
handed over by UNICEF offi-
cials to the State Government.

On the occasion
Development Commissioner
cum Additional Chief Secretary
Health Department Arun
Kumar Singh, Secretary to Chief
Minister Vinay Kumar Choubey,
Press Advisor to Chief Minister
Abhishek Prasad and other offi-
cials of Jharkhand UNICEF
were present.
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The Health
D e p ar t me nt

has started con-
ducting confirma-
tory RT PCR tests
of the over 2 lakh
rural residents who
tested negative for
Covid-19 in Rapid
Antigen Tests
(RAT) conducted
during the
Intensive Public
Health Survey
(IPHS) from May
25 to June 5, offi-
cials said on
Saturday.

“In adherence
to the ICMR
(Indian Council of
Medical Research)
guidelines, we will
conduct confirmatory RT PCR
tests of all the rural residents
who tested negative in RAT
during the survey. The process
has already begun at the
Panchayat level,” said the nodal
officer of health department’s
Information, Education and
Communication (IEC) wing,
Dr Siddharth Tripathi.

Tripathi admitted that the
Government decided to con-
duct rapid tests instead of
Reverse Transcription
Polymerase Chain Reaction
(RT PCR) during the survey as
the former was less time-con-
suming and the health infra-
structure in rural Jharkhand
was not strong enough to con-
duct large scale RT PCR tests
on the go. RAT is also done
with nasal and throat swab, but
it takes only one hour to show

Covid test results. On the other
hand, RT PCR tests take at least
48 hours.

The confirmatory tests,
officials said, were necessary as
all the residents who under-
went Rapid Antigen Test (RAT)
during the survey showed
symptoms of Covid-19. As per
survey data, of the over 2.63
crore people surveyed during
IPHS, at least 2,08,556 showed
symptoms of Severe Acute
Respiratory Illness (SARI) or
Influenza Like Illness (ILA).

All the 2 lakh-odd residents
with SARI and ILA symptoms
underwent rapid tests during
the survey, but only 981 of them
were found infected by novel
coronavirus. The low positivity
rate among such individuals,
officials said, could be attributed
to the lower efficacy of rapid

tests as compared to RT PCR in
detecting Covid-19.

As per the data compiled
by the health department, the
positivity rate in Rapid Antigen
Test (RAT) was less than 1 per
cent in Jharkhand, while that in
RT PCR was 2.3 per cent. The
positivity rate in the TrueNat
test was highest at 7 per cent.

The Covid positivity rate
during the IPHS was only 0.47
per cent, which was lower than
the cumulative positivity rate of
over 3.5 per cent in Jharkhand,
officials said.

During the survey, it was
also found that 16,668 of the
surveyed people showed symp-
toms of tuberculosis, while
1,17,622 suffered from dia-
betes. As per the survey data,
at least 119026 rural residents
suffered from hypertension.
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The State Government on
Thursday evening

announced to cancel the
Jharkhand Academic Council
(JAC) class X and XII examina-
tions for this session in wake of
the second wave of coronavirus
pandemic. Chief Minister
Hemant Soren, on Thursday
evening tweeted, “In view of the
circumstances arising out of
Covid-19 and the demand of
students and parents, I have
decided to cancel the 10th and
12th examinations to be con-
ducted by Jharkhand Academic
Council in this session.”

After the State government
announced to cancel class X and
XII examination, the challenge
before the State government is
how students will be promoted
to higher classes. Sources said
that the JAC is working on var-
ious formulas about promotion
of students from class X and XII
respectively.

JAC chairman Arvind
Singh said, “JAC is working on
various systems, under which
students will be promoted from
class X to XII, however, the final
decision will be taken by the
state government.”  He further
said, “Like CBSE and other
boards, which too have can-
celled matriculation and inter-
mediate examinations, we too
will take internal assessment for
promotion of students in new
classes. The advantage for us is

that we have taken board exam-
inations in class IX and XI. The
results of Class IX and XI board
examinations will also be con-
sidered while preparing the
results of students.”

Sources said that apart from
the advantage of class X and XII
board examinations conducted
by JAC, the state school exami-
nation had also conducted prac-
tical examinations the marks of
which too will be considered
while preparing the results.

Also, JAC has convened a
meeting of RDDE (Regional
Deputy Director Education) and
DEO (District Education
Officer) of the state on June 12,
where senior officials’ feedback
will be also taken for preparing
the results. Principals of big
schools will also be invited to the
meeting. JAC is also waiting for
the CBSE result. JAC will study
the CBSE method of results
preparations and based on
which JAC will apply the same
while preparing the results.

Prior to Jharkhand several
other states such as Madhya
Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Gujarat,
Haryana, Uttarakhand,
Rajasthan, Rajasthan, Karnataka,
Maharashtra and Odisha have
cancelled the Class 10 and Class
12 board exams for 2021 in wake
of the pandemic.

On June 1, the Central gov-
ernment cancelled the Central
Board of Secondary
Examination (CBSE) Class 12
board exams 2021 amid the
COVID-19 pandemic second
wave. Prime Minister Narendra
Modi had chaired a meeting on
the same with stakeholders
before the decision was
announced. 
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Finance Minister, Dr
Rameshwar Oraon said on

Saturday that in view of Covid-
19, imposing 5 per cent GST on
medicines, health equipment
and any other material related to
it is completely unfair and is a
betrayal with the people of the
Country. Oraon said that the
imposition of GST could have
been considered after the Covid-
19 period, but in the present era,
the imposition of GST shows the
autocracy of the Central
Government. The people of the
Country cannot tolerate this
anti-people policy of the Central
Government at all, he added.

The Finance Minister said
that in view of the adverse cir-
cumstances of the Corona peri-
od, the demand of the states to
reduce the GST on health
equipment to zero per cent to
the Central Government was
ignored by the Union Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman.

Speaking on behalf of the
Jharkhand Government in a
virtual meeting held under the
chairmanship of Union
Finance Minister Dr Nirmala
Sitharaman, he had said that
such an epidemic has not been
seen in the last hundred years,
in such a situation, all types of
health equipment including
oxygen concentrators, pulse
oximeters, medicines are being
used. He said that to reduce
GST to zero per cent was
requested in the meeting of
May 28 and similar demand
was made by nine non-BJP
ruled states also. 
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Central Coalfields Limited (CCL),
a subsidiary of Coal India

Limited signed an MoU worth Rs 3
crores with Chatra District
Administration on Saturday. Under
the MoU, CCL will provide Rs 3
Crore to Chatra District
Administration to upgrade 100
Aanganwadi centres in the district.

The amount will also be utilised
for establishing 54 digital class-
rooms in 30 schools and an oxygen
plant in community health centre,
Tandwa.

District Social Welfare Officer,
District Education officer, Chief
Civil Surgeon and CCL GM (CSR),
AK Singh signed the MOU for the
company.

An amount of Rs 1.5 crores will
be spent on upgrading the 100
Aanganwadi centres of the district.
An expenditure of Rs 1.5 lakh will be
incurred on every centre towards
repair of building, wall paintings and
providing sports and other essential

items to the children. A total of 54
digital classrooms will be estab-
lished in 30 schools of Chatra at an
expenditure of Rs 1.03 Crore. An
oxygen plant in the community
health centre, Tandwa will also be
established at a cost of Rs 60 lakh.

CMD, CCL PM Prasad
expressed delight at the signing of
MoU. He said that the company is
committed to the holistic develop-
ment of the stakeholders. 

He further added that with the
support of the State Governments
company is implementing various
welfare schemes for the people of the
State.

District nodal officer, Ashish
Kumar, Chief Manager, (Civil), SS Lal
along with other officers of CCL were
present on the occasion.

In the last few financial years
CCL has signed MoU worth Rs 9
crores and 42 lakh with the district
administrations of Ranchi, Ramgarh,
Bokaro, Hazaribag and Latehar for
upgradation of 628 Aanganwadi
centres to Model Anganwadi centres.
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AJSU Party president Sudesh
Kumar Mahto today said

that the Covid-19 pandemic
has a huge impact in the field
of education. “Government
schools have been closed for
the last 14 months. The gov-
ernment and the education
department claim to get chil-
dren to study online, but on the
ground of reality, the picture
looks quite the opposite.
Millions of students have gone
away from studies due to lack
of smartphones in rural areas,”
he said.

A virtual meeting of AJSU
Party was organised under the
chairmanship of Sudesh Kumar
Mahato, attended by all the
office bearers of the party, the
president and secretary of the
subsidiary units, district pres-
idents, district secretaries,
assembly in-charge and district
in-charge. In the meeting, a
review was done regarding the
service work and vaccination
campaign run by the party dur-
ing the Corona period. During
this, Mahto discussed the poli-
cies and functioning of the pre-
sent government one by one
with all the leaders. Along
with the Sankalp Diwas to be
celebrated on 22nd June,
detailed discussion was held on
the topics of the organization.

Mahto said before coming
to power, JMM had promised
to provide employment to five
lakh youth every year. But, the
experience of the last one and
a half years shows that contrary

to all the claims of the
Mahagathbandhan govern-
ment, unemployment has
assumed a formidable form. All
the claims of the government
are only proving to be hollow.
The government of
Mahagathbandhan is cheating
the youth and pushing the
State towards ruin, he added.

He added the present gov-
ernment completely failed in
fighting the second wave of
corona. 

The people of the State saw
people dying in front of the
ministers, longing for oxygen
cylinders and medicines and
the government remained a
mute spectator. Poverty, unem-
ployment and migration are at
its peak in the State. The future
of students and youth is being
played with.

The AJSU party chief fur-
ther said that the corona pan-
demic has created trouble for
people from all around. “There
are many people whose loved
ones have died. The one who
was earning in the house died.
Now there is no earner in the

house. There are many children
whose parents are both gone.
There are many elders whose
earning young children have
gone. The AJSU party demands
that the government announce
an economic package for the
families and dependents of
those who died of Covid-19,”
he added.

“Vaccination is the only
option to fight an invisible
enemy like Coronavirus.
Therefore, it was decided in the
meeting that the leaders and
workers of AJSU party would
conduct vaccination awareness
campaign in every village and
locality,” said Mahto.

AJSU Party will celebrate
Sankalp Diwas in the entire
State on 22nd June and will
take a pledge to build a strong
and prosperous Jharkhand.
Sankalp Diwas programme will
be started after paying tribute
to the departed souls and the
brave martyrs of Jharkhand
who died due to corona infec-
tion. Bllod donation camps
will also be organized across
the State on the occasion.
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Good news for Tamarind lovers, now
Jharkhand State Livelihood

Promotion Society (JSLPS) is planning to
produce cake, candy and chutney from
Tamarind and it will produce very soon.
JSLPS is also preparing to provide a big
market to these products.  

Jharkhand State Livelihood
Promotion Society (JSLPS) is encourag-
ing women belonging to Sakhi Mandals
to make cake, candy and chutney from
Tamarind. JSLPS CEO Nancy Sahay has
assured the Didis working under Mahila
Kisan Sashaktikaran Project that they will
be provided necessary assistance for this.

Sahay met the Didis of Sakhi Mandal
at the Community Agriculture Incubation
Center at Namkum, Ranchi and the
Rural Service Center at Kalamati, Khunti
and discussed the work being done to
increase their livelihood on Friday. The
Didis urged them to provide machines for
processing mustard oil. Sahay emphasized
on increasing the production of medici-
nal plants like Lemon Grass, Tulsi,
Triphala in view of their demand. She also
inspected the Gramin Seva Kendra locat-
ed at Kalamati. Kalamati Tamarind
Processing Unit is being operated by 30

members of Kalamati Gramin Seva
Kendra. Under this initiative, about 12,000
families are involved in tamarind collec-
tion and processing in the State.

Kalamati tamarind processing unit is
being operated by 30 members of Kalamati
Gramin Seva Kendra. A total of 5
machines have been installed in this pro-
cessing unit which includes peel and fiber
extractor, two seed extractor, tamarind
cake making machine and packaging
machine. Under this initiative, about
12,000 families are involved in tamarind
collection and processing in the state.

During his visit CEO JSLPS interact-
ed with the didis and directed them to start
manufacturing of products like chutney,
candy apart from tamarind cake and
learned about their problems. During the
discussion, President of Kalamati Gramin
Seva Kendra, Sonamati Unrao  raised the
problem of tamarind not being sold at the
Minimum Support Price (MSP) and
demanded fixing of MSP for all NTFP
products.

During the Khunti and Namkum field
visit, the CEO JSLPS appealed to the Didis
of Sakhi Mandal to take Covid-19 vaccine. 
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Chatra police have seized
310 grams of brown sugar

in a special drive in Chatra
town. The price of seized
brown sugar in the
International market is more
than Rs 1 crore. Police have
arrested seven persons along
with a State level BJP leader in
this drive. 

Police also recovered Rs
7.74 lakh from the 
arrested persons.

Chatra SP Rishabh Jha said
that the police headquarter
received secret information
that in the town a group 
of people are doing illegal busi-
ness of brown sugar and other
illegal items.

A team was formed, which
raided the suspected places in
the town as well as in the rural
areas. The team seized 310
gram brown sugar from a place
in the town area.

The team has arrested
seven persons from the differ-
ent places, who were involved
in this illegal business along
with BJP Yuva Morcha state
executive member. The arrest-
ed persons include Dheeraj
Kumar, Amit Gupta, Anurag
Kumar, Himanshu Kumar,
Chandan Kumar, Naval Dangi

and Prem Dangi.
The team has also recov-

ered Rs 7,74,800 cash, seal
machine, one dozen mobile
sets and other small items
related to business.

In Hazaribag the Choparan
police seized one kilogram of
opium on Chatra- Choparan
road. Officer in charge Binod
Trikey said that the SDPO
Barhi got the information that
some persons were carrying the
opium from Chatra to 
Haryana State.

A special team started
checking drive on Chatra-
Choparan Road. When the
team tried to stop the tempo,
the persons with driver ran
away from there. Police team
recovered one kg of opium
from the tempo.

A case has been registered
in Choparan police station.
The market price of opium is
more than Rs 1 lakh.
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The Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research (CSIR ) has put on hold  distri-

bution  of honorarium among the employees
of CIMFR besides all other research wings and
laboratories  after suspected misuse of funds.

The director general also has directed all
those  employees who have been awarded hon-
orarium against research projects to refund the
gross payments that were made to them by
March 31 / 2021in this regard.

The issue came to fore owing to an RTI
made by activist Ramesh Rahi who had sought
details of honorarium paid to the employees of

the laboratories under
the CISR.

It has come to fore
that  in some cases the
honorarium released
by the employees were
much much higher
than their annual pay
compensation that they
were paid as govern-
ment employees of any
of the laboratories.

In one case an
employee was paid over

Rs 2 crores as honorarium that was claimed
as constancy charges and royalty  here at
CIMFR . Surprisingly those not associated with
any research too have been awarded the same.
The CIMFR  has paid more than Rs 17.5 crores
in the last five years against  this head here .

Rahi said , when the scientists are getting
hefty pay compensations from the government
for their work, realising honorarium appears
to be a financial irregularity.

When contacted CIMFR spokesperson Dr
Siddharth Singh said, the CSIR has put a hold
on the payment of monies and honorarium till
further notice. 

The practice of paying honorarium is an
old one, thus those eligible used to get
it.However,after the directive from DG it has
been stopped.
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The Coal India Limited (CIL) notified forma-
tion of the JBCCI-XI without INTUC repre-

sentatives in the committee. 
Out of the five central trade unions operat-

ing in the coal industry four have got 14 main and
equal number of alternate members in the com-
mittee besides 14 official members drawn from dif-
ferent coal companies including one private coal
company. 

All four seats of the INTUC have remained
vacant owing to the ongoing court case among the
three warring factions of the INTUC that claim
to be the real INTUC. 

The case has been pending in court for the last
several years.

The four central trade union that have called
for holding the National Coal Wage Agreement
(NCWA) include the BMS, HMS, AITUC and CITU
according to the notification issued by director per-
sonnel and industrial relations of CIL who happens
to be the member secretary of the JBCCI-XI.

The chairman CIL happens to be the ex-offi-
cio chairman of the committee.

Talking to Pioneer Lakhan Lal Mahto who is
alternate member on behalf of his trade union
AICTU said that in the newly constituted com-
mittee mines welfare would 
be prime agenda amidst new labour policy and
government of privatisation of coal industry of our
trade union.
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Finally, the school of
Hindutva which is based on

cultural principles and building
normative power (through
Deen dayal Upadhyaya and
Vivekananda) is present in
views of scholars like Ian Hall
. Normative power is very
important for country like
India which is still building
military or economic power.
So, use of religion (Hinduism,
Buddhism), spirituality and
culture as foreign policy tool is
a very important strategy. This
is the way forward if India
wishes to become a Vishwa
guru .PM Modi has tried to
reflect this image and legacy
forward as a blend of Gandhi,
Buddhism and Hinduism.

Taking these principles for-
ward and using them in context
of current issue like India-
China relation is very impor-
tant as they provide us with the
intellectual capital and various
policy options to tackle them
efficiently. If we take a hyper-
realist view on how India can
tackle China then issues like
defense expenditure and for-
mation of alliances for balanc-
ing China come out. Super
realist like Karnad and Sarkar
will always want defense expen-
diture as a percentage of GDP
to increase. India must become
a cradle for developing extra-
ordinary and world class
weapon system and be pre-
pared for war. Indian Military
must be prepared to tackle the
“single-minded drive” of China
to promote their strategic inter-
ests even in the present COVID
times. Also, if India tries to
build alliances to counter
China, it cannot ally with USA
as they are outsiders and move
away from Asia. India can
make alliance with countries
from South east Asia like Japan,
South Korea, Vietnam and
Taiwan to counter and circle
China and tackle geopolitical
moves like building of String of
Pearls.

For hyperrealists, interests
are permanent not the enemies.
But for a realist like Rana who
is also from old Nehruvian
school, coercion and pressure
tactics is more important. Both
China and India are nuclear
power so India must look for
political allies amongst weak
states in the region. Also, the
current US- China trade war
and covid induced geostrategic
rivalry can be used for dexter-
ous maneuvering by India,
through coming close to USA
and getting better technology
from them. This can be a good
answer to Chinese Weiqi strat-
egy of gradual normative encir-
cling.

Looking this issue from
new Nehruvian version of
Bajpai, will take the Indo China
relation to cognitive disso-
nance. India and China do not
perceive each other properly
and Indian government must
try to surpass the elite gate-
keepers of communist regime
in China and increase efforts of
public diplomacy and people to
people contact to bridge the
gap between the two countries.

Ian Hall’s logic on building
of Normative power through
use of Hinduism and
Buddhism as foreign policy
tool connects with this argu-
ment on people to people con-
tact and religion being the
basis of public diplomacy.
Further, neo liberalism as men-
tioned by Bajpai gives a total-
ly different angle to the rela-
tions. Taking a stance, com-
pletely opposite to that of
Karnad and Nehru Neo liber-
als will try to ally with USA and

balance off China. Increasing
trade ties between the two
countries and building complex
interdependence will be very
important. Although it may be
asymmetric as China is a big-
ger power and has a trade sur-
plus of around 45 billion dol-
lars with India at present(2020).
Trade deficit with China has
come to a seven year low as
businesses in India face the
covid induced disruption. But
overall trade is a good strategy
to soften up the relations and
gradually bring the two coun-
tries closer.

Gandhian and cultural
principles as a part of foreign
policy are very important in
terms of soft power.  As India is
trying to develop enough hard
power to deter China, building
image of a peaceful, nonviolent
country can attract Chinese
who follow Buddhism. The
spiritual wealth of the country
can be used to give a message to
China that we are not a threat.
Visit of PM Modi to Buddhist
religious places (Daxingshan
temple) in China is a logical sig-
naling in this context.

So, in nutshell five differ-
ent strategies based on
Nehruvian, Neoliberal, Realist,
Gandhian and cultural princi-
ples are at the core of Indian
foreign policy. These have been
used from time to time by
Indian government in tackling
relations with other countries.
Although India is moving for-
ward with amalgamation of
Neoliberal approach and cul-
tural principles mainly to built
on it’s soft power, acceptance of
realist school in India cannot be
neglected with rise of Modi in
power. There is no single dom-
inant strategy guiding Indian
foreign policy since indepen-
dence. But the challenge is to
use these strategies in an effi-
cient manner to tackle issues
like health based robust foreign
policy,  Indo-Pak conflict and
India -China border issue .

The writer is an incoming
candidate at LSE. He is an
alumnus of Lee Kuan Yew
School of Public Policy, NUS and
Indian Institute of Management,
Ranchi.
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Under the CSIR Integrated
Skill Initiative programme,

which is a national programme
on skill development initiated
by the Council of Scientific and
Industrial Research, New Delhi
a training programme is being
organised by CSIR-National
Metallurgical Laboratory,
Jamshedpur in the month of
June-July 2021. This is an
online industrial R&D training
programme and was titled
‘Materials and Metallurgical
Engineering’.

This is a two-month train-
ing programme which will be
delivered virtually and is aimed
to give training and exposure
to students of graduate engi-

neering colleges to
enhance their indus-
try oriented skills
thus improving their
employability. The
training course has
been designed to
clarify the theoretical
concepts of materials
and metallurgical
engineering and is
expected to improve
the competency level
of the participants.
The training schedule
also includes a ses-
sion to address lead-
ership and profes-
sional skills to pre-
pare the participants for the
entire programme.

The inaugural programme

was held with the welcome
address by Indranil Chattoraj,
director, CSIR-NML. He gave a

brief idea about the world class
research facilities available at
CSIR-NML and invited the par-

ticipants to visit the lab-
oratory when the situa-
tion improves and the
country overcomes the
Covid 19 pandemic.

This was followed
by a speech by
MitaTarafder, head,
KRIT Division of CSIR-
NML about the skill
development pro-
gramme. She said that
the objective of organiz-
ing skill trainings every
year since 2016 is to stan-
dardize the training pro-
grams and narrated the
skill training programs
conducted every year by

CSIR-NML in an attempt to fill
the skill gap that exists in the
youth of India. She mentioned

that an attempt has been made
by her team to make the entire
programme interesting and
interactive by including a few
quiz sessions and encouraged
the attendees to come forward
and participate as much as pos-
sible. She concluded her speech
by explaining the certification
requirements that each partici-
pant is expected to fulfill to
acquire the certificate at the end
of the programme.

The online inaugural event
was attended by more than 250
people including participants
from institutes and industry as
well. At the end of the pro-
gramme vote of thanks was
extended by Sanghita Mridha,
the joint coordinator of the
training programme.
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On World Day Against
Child Labour, Women and

Child Development Minister
Smriti Irani on Saturday
appealed to every citizen to
report instances of child labour
on PENCIL portal or call on
Childline 1098. 

Reaffirming her commit-
ment towards combatting child
labour, Irani said it is with peo-
ple's participation that it can be
ensured that children get a
childhood they deserve.

“Every child has a right to
education and a happy child-
hood. On World Day Against
Child Labour, let us reaffirm
our commitment towards com-
batting child labour. It is with
people's participation that we
can ensure our children get a
childhood they deserve,” Irani
tweeted.

“I appeal to every citizen to

report instances of child labour
on PENCIL Portal http://pen-
cil.Gov.In or call on Childline
- 1098. Because... We owe it to
our children - the future of our
Nation,” she said in another
tweet. World Day Against
Child Labour observed on June
12 every year aims to raise
awareness and activism to pre-
vent child labour.
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As Mumbai continues to be
lashed with heavy to very

heavy rains for the last four
days, north India is expected to
get relief from the scorching
heat soon as the southwest
monsoon is expected to cover
it in the next two three days
except south Rajasthan and
Kutch region of Gujarat.

According to the India
Meteorological Department
(IMD), the southwest mon-
soon will arrive in Punjab,
Haryana and Delhi by June
14-15. The southwest mon-
soon has advanced into the
northwest Bay of Bengal and
some parts of Odisha, West
Bengal, Jharkhand, and Bihar
on Saturday. 

The IMD said that under
the influence of east-west
trough, heavy to very heavy

rainfall might occur over
Odisha, Chhattisgarh, East
Madhya Pradesh, Vidarbha,
Telangana, coastal and adjoin-
ing Ghats’s  distr icts  of
Maharashtra,  Goa and
Karnataka during the next 3-
4 days. The weather depart-
ment has also ruled out any
heat wave conditions over
the country during the next
five days.

IMD senior scientist RK
Jenamani said the southwest
monsoon has a lready
advanced into remaining
parts of NW Bay of Bengal,
Odisha,  West Bengal ,
Jharkhand and Bihar and it
will cover Uttar Pradesh  and
Madhya Pradesh by Sunday.

The IMD said that
Mumbai has measured a total
of 641.3mm rainfall so far,
thereby surpassing its month-
ly normal of 493.1mm. Over

500mm of rain occurred over
Mumbai in the last four days.
Base stat ion 
Santacruz recorded 107mm in
the 24 hours. Mumbai com-
pleted a hat trick of century
rainfall by registering three
digits in the 24 hours rainfall

on 10th June (231mm), 11th
June (107mm) and 12th June
(107mm).

In Delhi, the expected
arrival date of monsoon this
time is around June 15 as per
the IMD and it should cover
the entire country in the next

two-three days except south
Rajasthan and Kutch region of
Gujarat. The normal onset
date of monsoon in Delhi is
June 27, however, this time it
is likely to arrive about two
weeks early due to a number
of meteorological factors.
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The CBI and the Ministry
of External Affairs (MEA)

have sought to implead in the
habeas corpus petition filed
by fugitive Mehul Choksi’s
lawyers by filing two affidavits
in the Dominica High Court.
Choksi is an accused in the
multi-crore PNB Scam.

According to officials, the
CBI will focus on establishing
criminal  culpabil ity  of
Choksi, his fugitive status, the
pending warrants, Interpol
Red Notice and the charge
sheets against him. The
External Affairs Ministry will
argue that Choksi continues
to be an Indian citizen. 

The affidavits, if admitted,
will pave the way for noted
lawyer Harish Salve to plead
India’s case in Dominica, they
said. 

The Dominica High
Court has denied bail to fugi-
t ive diamantaire Mehul
Choksi in the case of illegal
entry into the island country
after his mysterious disap-
pearance from neighbouring
Antigua and Barbuda where
he is staying as a citizen since
2018, local Caribbean media
reported.

The high court on Friday
(local time) gave the ruling by

concluding that Choksi was a
“flight risk”, did not have any
ties with Dominica and the
court could not impose any
conditions which will stop
him from leaving the country,
news out let
AntiguaNewsroom said.
Choksi had approached the
high court after the magistrate
had rejected his bail petition. 

Choksi's lawyers had filed
a habeas corpus petition call-
ing his arrest illegal and alleg-
ing that  he was 
abducted, tortured and hand-
ed over to Dominica author-
ity to deny him rights avail-
able to him in Antigua and
Barbuda as a citizen. CBI
and External Affairs Ministry
is going to implead in this
petition by claiming India’s
demands to hand over the
fugitive. 

The 62-year-old diaman-
taire, who has an Interpol Red
Notice against him, had mys-
teriously gone missing on
May 23 from Antigua and
Barbuda where he has been
staying since 2018 as a citizen
after fleeing from India. 

He was detained in the
neighbouring island country
of Dominica for illegal entry
after a possible romantic
escapade with his rumoured
girlfriend.
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Not new to controversies,
senior Congress leader

and former Madhya Pradesh
Chief Minister Digvijaya Singh
on Saturday triggered yet
another one with his com-
ments in a clubhouse conver-
sation that the revocation of
Article 370 and stripping
Jammu and Kashmir of state-
hood was an “extremely sad”
decision and his party will
have a “relook” at the issue.

The BJP came out hard,
saying the Congress' first love
is Pakistan and “both share
same views on Kashmir.” The
BJP also demanded answers
from Congress leaders Sonia
Gandhi and Rahul Gandhi on
the comment of Singh, con-
sidered close to the Congress
first family.

Replying to a query from a
Pakistani journalist, Singh said:
“Democracy was not there in
Kashmir when they revoked
article 370. Then “insaniyat”
was not there because they had
put everyone behind bars. And
Kashmiriyat is something,
which is basically the funda-
mental of secularism. Because
in a Muslim majority state,
there was a Hindu king, and
both worked together. In fact,
reservation in government ser-
vices was given to Kashmiri
Pandits.” The conversation
leaked leading to a full blown
attack by the BJP.

Union Minister Giriraj
Singh tweeted saying:
“Congress' first love is Pakistan.
Digvijaya Singh conveyed

Rahul Gandhi's message to
Pakistan. Congress will help
Pakistan in grabbing Kashmir.”

The BJP conducted a
presser and its spokesperson
Sambit Patra said the Congress
should change its name from
Indian National Congress to
Anti-national Congress which,
he alleged, is “not only siding
with Pakistan but also with
China to show India down.”

“What do Sonia Gandhi
and Rahul Gandhi think about
Digvijaya's Clubhouse state-
ment? Is this Congress' stand
too? We demand Rahul
Gandhi to hold a press con-
ference and clarify,” Patra said.
He alleged the Congress and
Pakistan are in the same page
on the Kashmir issue and
Article 370.

Patra referred to the past
comments of Congress leaders
Rahul,  P Chidambaram,
Shashi Tharoor and Hari
Prasad to say that Congress
was always backing Pakistan's
stand and “ in its hate for
Modi, Congress has turned
anti-national”.

“Today an important topic
going on in TV channels is
'Clubhouse'. We all have seen

through TV channels how the
veteran leader of the clubhouse
— Digvijaya Singh is spewing
venom against India outside
and how he is agreeing with
Pakistan's demands. This is the
same Digvijaya Singh, who
had told the Pulwama attack
just an accident, he had called
the 26/11 attack a conspiracy
of RSS and also tried to give
clean chit to Pakistan at that
time,” said Patra.

“In the clubhouse, a
Pakistani journalist asks this
question that after the removal
of Narendra Modi, what will
be the Kashmir policy.
Digvijaya ji thanks that jour-
nalist on such a question and
says that if Modi ji is removed
from power and Congress
government comes then he
will re-establish Article 370 in
Jammu and Kashmir,” he said.

Patra claimed that
Digvijaya Singh was a 'stage-
manager' for the discussion,
alleging that the Congress
leader had himself asked the
Pakistani journalist to ask
such a question. “It's all part of
that toolkit. I request the
Congress party to change its
name and change INC to ANC
(Anti National Club House).
People who hate Modi ji have
also, in turn, started hating
India,” he said.

BJP IT Cell chief Amit
Malviya shared a clip of the
alleged clubhouse chat of the
Congress, wherein Singh is
purportedly hinting at a pos-
sible return of Article 370 in
Jammu and Kashmir, when his
party returns to power.
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There appears to be no sub-
stantial evidence to sug-

gest that children will be more
affected or have greater illness
severity due to Covid-19 in
the anticipated third wave,
according to a new report pre-
pared by the Lancet Covid-19
Commission India Task Force
after convening an experts
group comprising leading pae-
diatricians to examine the
issue of ‘paediatric Covid-19’
in India.

However, it cautioned, the
health system needs to gear up
for a paediatric case load with
adequate infrastructure, ear-
marked facilities at primary,
secondary and tertiary levels
of care, oxygen availability,
appropriate equipment,
trained manpower, drugs and
injectables among others, all
of which are specific to chil-
dren.

The report authors, which
included three doctors from
AIIMS, Delhi including
Sheffali Gulati, Sushil K Kabra
and Rakesh Lodha said the
infection’s symptomatology in
children in India appears to be
globally comparable.

“Most children with
Covid-19 are asymptomatic,
and amongst those sympto-

matic mild infections are pre-
dominant. Most children have
fever with respiratory symp-
toms, and often present with
gastrointestinal symptoms
(such as diarrhea, vomiting,
pain in abdomen) and atypi-
cal manifestation compared to
adults. The proportion of
symptomatic children increas-
es as age increases as does the
severity in such age groups,”
the report stated.

In the absence of a nation-
al database on clinical pre-

sentation and outcomes of
infected children during the
two surges noted thus far, the
data of approximately 2,600
hospitalised children, below
the age of 10 years (excluding
neonates), from 10 hospitals
(both public and private), in
Tamil Nadu, Kerala,
Maharashtra and Delhi-NCR
region, was collected and
analysed.

According to the data,
mortality rates amongst these
surveyed hospitalised Covid-
19 positive children below
the age of 10 years was 2.4 per
cent and about 40 per cent of
the children who died had
comorbidities.

“Nine per cent of all hos-
pitalised COVID-19 positive
children presented with severe
illness, under 10 years of age.
The above observations were
similar during the two surges
of COVID-19 infections India
has experienced,” the Lancet
document said.

On multisystem inflam-
matory syndrome (MIS-C) in
children, the report said, risk
factors for this condition
include obesity, asthma, com-
promised breathing, develop-
mental disorders, cardiac dis-
ease, cancers or immuno-
compromised children as well
as those who have undergone
surgeries.
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New Delhi: The Drugs
Controller General of India
has given green signal to the
CSIR and Laxai Life Sciences
Private Limited to conduct
clinical trials of Colchicine
on Covid-19 patients.
Colchicine in combination
with standard care is seen as an
important therapeutic inter-
vention for Covid infected
patients with cardiac co-mor-
bidities and also for reducing
pro-inflammatory cytokines,
leading to faster recovery. PNS
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The Indian Medical
Association (IMA) will

hold a protest on June 18
against assault on doctors,
with the slogan ‘Save the sav-
iours'. This comes days after
the apex medical body had
written to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi seeking his
personal intervention in ensur-
ing ‘optimum milieu’ for med-
ical professionals so that they
can work without any fear.

Citing incidents of doctors
and other healthcare 
professionals being assaulted
by the family members and
relatives of patients, the IMA,
in a statement, asked all its
state and local branches across
the country to observe the
protest by wearing black
badges, masks, ribbons, shirts
and running an awareness

campaign against violence tar-
geting healthcare professionals.
However, no hospital will be
closed, it said.

The IMA said press con-
ferences will also be organised
and they will also meet local
NGOs and voluntary service
leaders.

It termed “extremely dis-
turbing” a series of violence
against doctors in the last two
weeks in Assam, Bihar, West
Bengal, Delhi, Uttar Pradesh,
Karnataka and other places.

It demanded the imple-
mentation of central 
hospital and 
Health Care Professionals
Protection Act with IPC and
Code of Criminal Procedure
(CrPC), standardisation and
augmentation of security in
each hospital, and declaring
hospitals as protected zones
among others.
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Like last year, this time too,
yoga and health enthusiasts

across the world will be cele-
brating the International Yoga
Day, the seventh in the series, on
June 21, within the confines of
their homes as the Covid-19
pandemic continues to disrupt
normal life.

Various Ministries, organi-
zations in the private and gov-
ernment sector and State
Governments are holding events
to mark the D-Day in a big way,
with the Union Ayush Ministry

taking the lead by marking the
beginning of a 10-episode series
on various aspects of the proto-
col to be telecast on Doordarshan
India from June 11 to June 21.
The Ministry also announced
launching of a mobile applica-
tion, “Namaste Yoga”, devoted to
Yoga, at the curtain raiser event
organised online on Friday here.

At the event, Union Ayush
Minister Kiren Rijiju said that the
series’ central message will be “Be
with Yoga, Be at Home”, which
is relevant in these times of
health emergency while Union
Minister of Information and
Broadcasting Prakash Javadekar
talked in details about how yoga
can become a way to a healthy
and happy life. 

The series is produced by
Morarji Desai National Institute
of Yoga (MDNIY).
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The Twitter account of
Punjab’s biggest farmers

union Bharatiya Kisan Union
(BKU) Ekta Ugrahan, protest-
ing at Delhi’s border, was
restricted on Saturday. The US-
based social media giant also
sent notices to cartoonist
Manjul, fact-checking website
Alt News co-founder
Mohammed Zubair and others
to take down certain tweets.

Sources said the Ministry of
Electronics and IT was not
involved in sending these legal
requests to Twitter. It wasn't
clear which agencies have
flagged these tweets by and for
what violations.

Restricting the BKU Ekta
Ugrahan handle, Twitter said
“Caution: This account is tem-
porarily restricted”.  “You’re
seeing this warning because
there has been some unusual
activity from this account,” it
said.

Ugrahan had sparked con-
troversy last year by commem-
orating the International
Human Rights Day on
December 10 by holding up
posters of detained activists
such as Umar Khalid, Sharjeel
Imam, Sudha Bhardwaj and
Gautam Navlakha, among oth-
ers. 

Meanwhile, the screenshot
shared by Manjul showed
Twitter as saying: “In the inter-
est of transparency, we are
writing to inform you that

Twitter has received a request
from Indian law enforcement
regarding your Twitter account
@MANJULtoons... that claims
the content violates the law(s)
of India”.  

It further stated that Twitter
has “not taken any action on the
reported content at this time as
a result of this request”.

Mails sent to Manjul, and
others do not mention the
details of the law enforcement
agency that had raised the legal
request.

Twitter, in its notice, said it
is the company's policy to noti-
fy users if it receives a legal
request from an authorised
entity (such as law enforcement
or a government agency) to
remove content from their
account.  Twitter further
informed the account holders
that while the platform is
unable to provide legal advice,
“We want you to have an
opportunity to evaluate the
request and, if you wish, take
appropriate action to protect
your interests.”

“This may include seeking
legal counsel and challenging
the request in court, contacting
relevant civil society organisa-
tions, voluntarily deleting the
content (if applicable), or find-
ing some other resolution,”
Twitter added.

Twitter has been facing
heat for delay in complying with
the IT rules that mandate large
digital platforms to undertake
greater due diligence.
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Infectious Delta variant
(B.1.617.2) first discovered in

India and now making rounds
across the countries, particu-
larly the UK, spreads fast in a
household setting, according to
a study by Public Health
England, a UK Government
health organisation, thus
decoding why several house-
holds have reported multiple
cases of Covid-19 infection
this time as compared to most-
ly single cases in families in the
earlier wave.

The report noted that the
Delta variant is fueling the
Covid-19 second wave in many
parts of India including south
Indian states and spurt in cases
in some countries like the UK.
However, the report said that
those vaccinated do not show
severity of infections, thus call-
ing for an increase in global
vaccinations.

While other variants most-
ly infect one person in a house-
hold, the Delta infects more
than one. This explains why
several members in many fam-
ilies were down with Covid-19
this time.  The Public Health
England has compared the
transmission rate of the Delta
variant in a household setting
with that of the Alpha variant
(B.1.1.7), which is also a vari-
ant of concern. The Alpha
variant was first discovered in
the UK.

“Overall, we found
increased household transmis-
sion of Covid-19 associated

with B.1.617.2 compared to
B.1.1.7. These findings show
households are important set-
tings for rapid transmission of
the lineage B.1.617.2. With
household settings being an
important factor in wider com-
munity spread, strategies to
prevent transmission in these
settings are vital to control the
Covid-19 pandemic,” the PHE
study said.

It noted that there is a 64
percent  increase in the odds of
household transmission asso-
ciated with infection with
B.1.617.2 variant compared to
B.1.1.7. “This study provides
early real-world evidence of the
effect B.1.617.2 variant on
household transmission. The
findings support existing evi-
dence that B.1.617.2 has a sub-
stantially increased transmis-
sibility advantage over the
B.1.1.7 variant,” the PHE
researchers said.

This study also found evi-
dence of increased household
transmission among house-
holds with an index case of
Asian ethnicity,” the researchers
added. They said households
are high risk settings for trans-
mission of Covid-19 and are an
important factor in wider com-
munity spread. “By assessing
the extent to which B.1.617.2
results in onward transmission
to household members com-
pared to B.1.1.7, we can assess
the relative transmissibility of
this variant, and provide infor-
mation vital to the national and
international pandemic
response,” they added.
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Asenior scientist from Amity
University has bagged the

first prize in the Dare to Dream
2.0 innovation contest orga-
nized by Defence Research
and Development
Organization (DRDO). Dr.
Shivani Verma of Amity
Institute  of Space Science &
Technology (AISST) submitted
an innovative  concept “AI
Based detection of a person
based on physiological para-
meters” based on identification
of  a person using physiologi-
cal parameters with innovative
way  of data and information
fusion. The concept was sub-
mitted under Life Science
Technology Domain.

The DRDO launched a
Dare to Dream 2.0 innovation
contest  under “Atma Nirbhar
Bharat”  in August 2020 where-
in participants were invited to
submit innovative ideas on
emerging technologies to pro-
mote the individuals and star-
tups for innovation in defence
and aerospace technologies.

Verma under the guidance
of Dr M.S. Prasad, Director
(AISST) has developed an intel-
ligent inferencing recognition
system based on physiological
parameters of a person with
built-in high accuracy of recog-
nition.
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With cities across the coun-
try making a determined

fight-back in the face of Covid-
19 and the resulting lockdown,
it is time to celebrate the
indomitable human spirit. To
mark a determined progress on
the way to normalcy and pay
tribute to the resilience of the
human mind, an online cross-
word challenge is being organ-
ised on Sunday. 

According to a Press state-
ment by the organiser Extra-C,
a civil society initiative based in
Patna, there will be two cate-
gories in the contest –Student

Category and Open Category. A
participant may play in only one
of the two categories.  The day
coincides with its eighth
anniversary and is named
Extra-C Anniversary
Crossword test (ExACT). 

Chief Operating Officer of
Extra-C, Amitabh Ranjan,
informed that the challenge
will be hosted for an hour on the
website www.crypticsingh.com
from 11 am on June 13. The
Student Category will allow
students from schools and insti-
tutes of higher education to
enter the game while the Open
Category with a higher level of
difficulty will be open to seniors.
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Turbulence from the divorce
between the UK and the

European Union provided an
unwanted distraction at the
Group of Seven summit taking
place in southwest England,
with British Prime Minister
Boris Johnson saying on
Saturday that post-Brexit agree-
ments will fail if the EU con-
tinues to take a “theologically
draconian” approach to the
rules. 

Johnson held meetings
with German Chancellor
Angela Merkel, French
President Emmanuel Macron
and the bloc’s top officials on
the sidelines of the summit he
is hosting. Afterwards, the
prime minister claimed the
EU was not taking a “sensible
or pragmatic” approach to
post-Brexit arrangements, and
he threatened to use an emer-
gency clause to suspend agreed
upon rules if the bloc did not
compromise.

Britain and the EU are
locked in an escalating diplo-
matic feud over Northern
Ireland, the only part of the UK
that borders the 27-nation bloc.
The EU is angry over the
British government’s delay in
implementing new checks on
some goods coming into
Northern Ireland from the rest
of the UK, while Britain says
the checks are imposing a big
burden on businesses and
destabilizing Northern Ireland’s
hard-won peace.

US President Joe Biden

has gotten drawn into the spat,
raising concerns about the
potential threat to Northern
Ireland’s peace accord.

The new arrangements,
designed to keep an open bor-
der between Ireland and its
northern neighbor, have
angered Northern Ireland’s
British unionists, who say they
weaken ties with the rest of the
UK. Tensions over the new
trade rules were a contributing
factor to a week of street vio-
lence in April, largely in union-
ist areas of Northern Ireland,
that saw youths pelt police with
bricks, fireworks and firebombs.

European Commission
President Ursula Von der
Leyen tweeted after meeting
Johnson that Northern Ireland
peace was “paramount,” and
the binding Brexit agreement
protected it.

“We want the best possible

relations with the UK. Both
sides must implement what
we agreed on. There is com-
plete EU unity on this,” she
said.

Johnson told Sky News at
the summit site in Carbis Bay,
Cornwall, that “the treaty we
signed, I signed, is perfectly
reasonable,” but he added: “I
don’t think that the interpreta-
tion or application of the pro-
tocol (by the EU) is sensible or
pragmatic.”

The EU says Britain must
fully implement the agree-
ment, known as the Northern
Ireland Protocol, that the two
sides agreed and ratified. It is
threatening legal action if the
UK does not fully bring in the
checks, which include a ban on
chilled meats such as sausages
from England, Scotland and
Wales going to Northern
Ireland from next month.
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President Joe Biden might
have persuaded some of

the world’s largest economies to
hike taxes on corporations,
but the US Congress could be
a far tougher sell.

White House press secre-
tary Jen Psaki said on Friday
that leaders of the Group of
Seven — which also includes
the United Kingdom, France,
Canada, Germany, Italy and
Japan — agreed with Biden on
placing a global minimum tax
of at least 15 per cent on large
companies. The G-7 leaders,
participating in a three-day
summit in England, affirmed
their finance ministers who
earlier this month endorsed the
global tax minimum.

“America is rallying the
world to make big multina-
tional corporations pay their
fair share so we can invest in
our middle class at home,”
Jake Sullivan, the president’s
national security adviser, said
Friday on Twitter.

A minimum tax is sup-
posed to halt an international
race to the bottom for corpo-
rate taxation that has led multi-
national businesses to book
their profits in countries with
low tax rates. This enables
them to avoid taxes and
encourages countries to slash
rates. The minimum rate would
make it tougher for companies

to avoid taxes, and could pos-
sibly supplant a digital services
tax that many European
nations are imposing on US
tech firms that pay at low
rates. Biden administration
officials believe the use of over-
seas tax havens has discouraged
companies from investing
domestically, at a cost to the
middle class. 

The President hopes a G-
7 endorsement can serve as a
springboard for getting buy-in
from the larger Group of 20
complement of nations.

The agreement is not a fin-
ished deal, as the terms would
need to be agreed upon by
countries in the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and
Development and implement-
ed by each of them. The
President needs other countries
to back a global minimum tax
to ensure that his own plans for
an enhanced one in the US don’t
hurt American businesses.

“It has the potential to
stop the race to the bottom,”
said Thornton Matheson, a
senior fellow at the Tax Policy
Center. 

“It would be a huge sea
change in the way things have
been going in corporate taxes
for the last three decades.”

The idea of an enhanced
global minimum tax is also an
integral part of Biden’s domes-
tic agenda, but it faces resis-
tance in Congress.
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China is opposed to US
plans to deploy missiles

and defensive systems in neigh-
bouring countries that could
undermine strategic stability
and has called for advancing
international arms control, dis-
armament and non-prolifera-
tion processes.

Addressing the Conference
on Disarmament in Geneva via
video link on Friday, Chinese
Foreign Minister Wang Yi pro-
posed jointly maintaining glob-
al strategic stability, abiding by
international arms control
treaties, addressing the non-
proliferation issue via negotia-
tions and improving global
security governance in new
frontiers. 

“China opposes the devel-
opment and deployment of
regional and global missile
defence systems by a certain
country that undermine strate-
gic stability, and China oppos-
es the deployment of land-
based intermediate-range bal-
listic missiles in the neigh-
bourhood of other countries,”
Wang said.

Though Wang has not
named the US, China in the
past has threatened to take
countermeasures if the US
deploys intermediate-range
missiles in Asia opposed
Washington’s move to deploy
the high tech Terminal High
Altitude Area Defence
(THAAD) in South Korea over
concerns that the American

system will monitor China’s
missile movements.

In the text of his address
posted on the Chinese Foreign
Ministry website, Wang said
the five permanent members of
the UN Security Council
should reaffirm the important
formula that a nuclear war
cannot be won and must never
be fought, strengthen cooper-
ation in strategic risk reduction
and deepen strategic dialogue
on a broader range of strategic
security issues to enhance
strategic trust.

He said China is commit-
ted to a policy of not using or
threatening to use nuclear
weapons against non-nuclear-
weapon states and nuclear-
weapon-free zones uncondi-
tionally.

Without disclosing the
numbers of China’s arsenal of
nuclear weapons, he called on
the US and Russia to reduce
their nuclear weapons.

“China always keeps its
nuclear capabilities at the min-
imum level required for nation-
al security, and does not com-
pete with any other country in
the size or scale of nuclear
force,” he said.  

China so far has not dis-
closed how many warheads it
has, but an assessment by the
Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute put the num-
ber at 320, in comparison to
Russia’s 54,000 or the 70,000 

US warheads, the Hong
Kong-based South China
Morning Post reported.
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Talks between Iran and glob-
al powers restarted Saturday

with the goal of trying to restore
a landmark agreement to con-
tain Iranian nuclear develop-
ment that the Trump adminis-
tration abandoned in 2018.
Senior diplomats from China,
Germany, France, Russia, and

Britain planned to meet at a
hotel in the Austrian capital.

Top Russian representa-
tive Mikhail Ulyanov said in a
tweet that the talks would
allow the participants to
“exchange views on how to
arrange further work in order
to complete the negotiations
successfully and expeditiously.”

The United States is not

formally part of meetings that
launched in Vienna earlier this
year. But the administration of
President Joe Biden has sig-
naled willingness to rejoin the
deal under terms that would
broadly see the United States
scale back sanctions and Iran
return to abiding by the limits
on its nuclear activity contained
in the 2015 agreement.
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Top US and Chinese diplo-
mats appear to have had

another sharply worded
exchange, with Beijing saying
it told the US to cease inter-
fering in its internal affairs and
accusing Washington of politi-
cising the search for the origin
of the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Senior Chinese foreign pol-
icy adviser Yang Jiechi and
Secretary of State Antony
Blinken held a phone call Friday
that revealed wide divisions in
a number of contentious areas,
including the curtailing of free-
doms in Hong Kong and the
mass detention of Muslims in
the northwestern Xinjiang

region. Calls for a more thor-
ough investigation into the ori-
gin of the SARS-CoV-2 virus
that causes Covid-19 are par-
ticularly sensitive for China
because of suggestions that it
might have have escaped from
a laboratory in the central city
of Wuhan, where cases were
first discovered.

Yang said China was
“gravely concerned” over what
he called “absurd” stories that
the virus escaped from the
Wuhan lab. China “firmly
opposes any despicable acts
that use the epidemic as an
excuse to slander China and to
shift blames,” Yang was quoted
as saying by the official Xinhua
News Agency. 
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Former President Donald
Trump’s signature border

wall project would lose much
of its funding as well as the fast-
track status that enabled it to
bypass environmental regula-
tions under a Biden adminis-
tration plan announced Friday.

President Joe Biden sus-
pended construction of the wall
upon taking office while his
administration reviewed the pro-
ject. That angered Republicans in
Congress eager to see it go for-
ward amid an increase in appre-
hensions of migrants along the
southwest border.

The new plan does not
cancel the wall project outright,
but it’s still likely to face oppo-
sition in Congress, where many
Republicans are eager to pro-
mote a project closely associ-
ated with the former president.

Biden plans to return more
than $2 billion that the Trump
administration diverted from
the Pentagon to help pay for the
wall and use other money
appropriated by Congress to
address “urgent life, safety, and
environmental issues” created
by the construction. It also asks
lawmakers not to provide any
additional funding for what the
Biden team believes is an
unnecessary effort.

“Building a massive wall

that spans the entire southern
border and costs American tax-
payers billions of dollars is not
a serious policy solution or
responsible use of federal funds,”
the Office of Management and
Budget said in a statement out-
lining the plan.

The government has built
walls and other barriers along
the 2,000-mile (3,200-kilome-
ter) US-Mexico border for
decades to eliminate some of
the easier routes of avoiding
checkpoints. Trump turned the
issue into a centerpiece of his
political identity.

Trump vowed to build a

“virtually impenetrable” wall,
insisting it would be paid for by
Mexico, which never hap-
pened. Instead, his adminis-
tration set aside about $15 bil-
lion through a combination of
congressional appropriations
and taking the money from the
Pentagon and other parts of the
government.

The Trump administra-
tion built about 725 kilometres
of wall, moving quickly and
waiving requirements for envi-
ronmental reviews and medi-
ation, though only about 52 84
kilometres were in areas where
no barrier previously existed.
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French President Emmanuel
Macron says it’s good that

US President
Joe Biden is
able to lead
through coop-
eration, adding
that the United
States is “defi-
nitely” back as
Europe’s part-
ner.

Biden and
Macron met
Saturday as
part of the Group of Seven
summit in southwest England,
where they and other leaders of
the world’s wealthy democra-
cies are discussing the coron-
avirus pandemic, the environ-
ment, national security, rela-
tions with China and econom-
ic issues.

Former US President
Donald Trump took an adver-
sarial approach with NATO
allies, but Macron said Biden
has shown that “leadership is
partnership.” 

The desire for coopera-
tion cuts both ways. Biden
described the European Union
as “incredibly strong and
vibrant,” which he said not only
helps with tackling economic
challenges but also provides a
backbone for NATO.
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Israeli police say a private security guard at a
checkpoint near Jerusalem shot and killed a

woman on Saturday who allegedly planned to
carry out a stabbing attack.

The police said in a statement that the guard
at the Qalandia checkpoint north of Jerusalem
saw the woman with a knife and shot her.

Several amateur videos captured by
Palestinians at the crossing showed the woman
lying on the ground at the Israeli side of the
crossing. Police later said she was a 28-year old
Palestinian woman.

Qalandia is the main crossing point for
Palestinian residents of the West Bank enter-
ing Israel, especially those bound for Jerusalem.
The checkpoint is operated by private securi-
ty firms, but Israeli police deploy after violent
incidents. The official Palestinian news agency,
Wafa, reported that Israeli forces closed the
crossing point on both sides.

Starting five years ago, Palestinians
launched stabbing and car-ramming attacks
against Israelis in the occupied West Bank and
annexed east Jerusalem, but the attacks have
waned in recent years. The Palestinians seek the
West Bank, where the Palestinian Authority
exerts limited self-rule, as part of a future state
alongside Gaza and east Jerusalem. Israel says
Jerusalem is indivisible. Peace negotiations have
stalled for many years. 

Moscow: Moscow’s mayor on
Saturday ordered a week off for
some workplaces and imposed
restrictions on many business-
es to fight coronavirus infec-
tions that have more than dou-
bled in the past week. 

The national coronavirus
taskforce reported 6,701 new
cases of infection in Moscow,
compared with 2,936 on June
6. Nationally, the daily infection
tally has spiked by nearly half
over the past week, to 13,510. 

After several weeks of lock-
down as the pandemic spread
in the spring of 2020, Moscow
eased restrictions and did not
reimpose any during subse-
quent case increases. 

But because of the recent
sharp rise, “it is impossible not
to react to such a situation,”
Mayor Sergei Sobyanin said. 

He ordered that enterpris-
es that do not normally work on
weekends remain closed for
the next week while continuing
to pay employees. In addition,
food courts and children’s play
areas in shopping centers are to
close for a week beginning
Sunday, and restaurants and
bars must limit their service to
takeout from 11 pm to 6 am. AP

Tehran: Iran’s seven presidential candidates
offered starkly different views on Saturday in
the country’s final debate, with hard-liners
describing those seeking ties with the West as
“infiltrators” and the race’s sole moderate warn-
ing a hard-line government would only bring
more sanctions for the Islamic Republic.

Analysts and state-linked polling put hard-
line judiciary chief Ebrahim Raisi as the clear
front-runner in Friday’s upcoming vote, with the
public now largely hostile to the relative mod-
erate President Hassan Rouhani after the collapse
of Tehran’s nuclear deal with world powers.

But that didn’t stop Rouhani’s former
Central Bank chief Abdolnasser Hemmati from
harshly criticizing Raisi, at one point getting
up from his chair to hand him a list he
described as naming individuals who haven’t
paid back huge loans from state banks. He
again tried to link Raisi to former President
Donald Trump, whose decision to unilateral-
ly withdraw America from Iran’s nuclear deal
has seen the country crushed by sanctions.

“Mr. Raisi, you and your friends have played
in Trump’s ground with your extremist policies,”
Hemmati said. For his part, Raisi said he’d make
sure the government returns to the nuclear deal.

The deal “would not be executed by you,
it needs a powerful government to do this,”
Raisi said. The election Friday will see voters
pick a candidate to replace Rouhani, who is
term limited from running again. The vote
comes amid tensions with the West as nego-
tiations continue to try and resuscitate the
nuclear deal, which saw Iran agree to limit its
enrichment of uranium in exchange for the lift-
ing of economic sanctions. AP
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Prime Minister KP Sharma Oli’s “undemocratic
acts” and his “lust for power,” five former prime min-
isters on Saturday appealed to the country’s admin-
istration and security agencies to not be involved
in such wrong activities that have long term effect
on the nation. The former premiers — Sher Bahadur
Deuba, Pushpa Kamal Dahal, Madhav Kumar
Nepal, Jhalanath Khanal and Baburam Bhattarai-
made the joint appeal in a statement.

Prime minister Oli, currently heading a
minority government, has continuously been
attacking the Constitution of Nepal and under-
mining the long and arduous struggle of the
Nepali people to achieve the federal republic and
its rule of law, the Kathmandu Post reported, cit-
ing the statement.

“We warn the caretaker government not to
do anything or direct others to do anything that
would have a long-term impact on the country
and people and appeal to the administration and
security agencies not to be involved in such
wrong activities,” they said in the statement.

“He has displayed the ugly form of lust for
power that has never existed in Nepal’s politi-
cal history. We condemn such undemocratic acts
by Oli,” they said.

The statement comes at a time when the
Supreme Court started hearing on the case
regarding the reinstatement of the House of
Representatives, which was dissolved by
President Bidya Devi Bhandari on May 22 at the
recommendation of Prime Minister Oli, who lost
a trust vote in the House last month. PTI
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CG Power Industrial Power
Solutions Ltd has planned

a capex of �135 crore this fis-
cal, the company said.

The capex to be funded out
of internal accruals will be on
balancing, debottlenecking and
modernising the facilities at the
plants for productivity
improvement.

CG Power also said barring
four wholly owned overseas
operating subsidiary compa-
nies in Sweden, Germany, the
Netherlands and the US, rest of
the subsidiaries are being
closed or in the process of
being wound up.

Entities which are under
investigation, would be closed
after obtaining necessary
approvals of the authorities, the
company said.

CG Power said it is ensur-
ing business continuity during
Covid-19 pandemic by work-
ing with extended and stag-
gered shifts in the plants and
digital transformation through
online customer inspections,
online service advice, sharing
pictorial procedures with onsite
customer personnel, remote
support for testing equipment.

The company closed last
fiscal with a total income of
�2,568.06 crore and a net loss
of �208.93 crore down from a
total income of �3,226.36 crore
and a loss of �1,799.20 crore
registered in FY20.

However CG Power has
posted a net profit of �673.77
crore during the last quarter of
last year.

Last year CG Power was
acquired by Murugappa
Group’s Tube Investments of
India Ltd. 

Under the one time settle-
ment scheme, the entire debt of
�2,160 crores were settled at
�1,000 crore - (�650 crore in
cash and the rest by recognis-
ing a new debt of �150 crore
and issue of zero coupon non-
convertible debentures aggre-
gating to �200 crore).
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Aday after the Karnataka
High Court judgement dis-

missing the petition of Amazon
& Flipkart, the Confederation
of All India Traders (CAIT) on
Saturday sent a communication
to Union Commerce Minister
Piyush Goyal urging him to
direct the Competition
Commission of India (CCI) to
immediately initiate investiga-
tion proceedings against
Amazon and Flipkart without
any further ado.

The CAIT has also urged
Goyal to immediately issue a

fresh Press Note replacing Press
Note 2 of the FDI policy with
a Monitoring mechanism to
ensure that law of the land pre-
vails and no one should dare to
violate the policy, law or the
rules. 

The CAIT has also pro-

posed that to bring greater
transparency in e-commerce
business, every company
indulging into any e-commerce
activity through any type of
electronic mode should have to
take a Registration Number
from the DPIIT.
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Low base effect accelerated
the growth of India’s phar-

ma sector in May, India Ratings
and Research (Ind-Ra) said.

The ratings agency opined
that the 47.8 per cent YoY
growth in India’s pharmaceu-
tical market (IPM) during May
2021 was led by a low base
effect.

Last year, the IPM declined
by 8.5 per cent YoY in May
2020 due to the lockdown.

“IPM growth would have
been stronger on an adjusted
basis,” Ind-Ra said in a state-
ment.

“Acute therapies namely
anti-infective, analgesics and
vitamins benefited significant-
ly due to the second Covid
wave as these therapies have a
direct/indirect role in the treat-
ment of Covid patients. Acute
therapy growth was also aided
by the low base in May 2020.”

As per the report, during
May 2021, volumes grew 31.5
per cent YoY, price growth
was 7 per cent and products
launches were at 9.3 per cent,
attributed to acute therapy
products.

“Ind-Ra estimates the mar-
ket to grow 8-10 per cent YoY
in size during FY22.”

Besides, it cited that acute
therapies such as anti-infec-
tives, analgesic and vitamins
witnessed sales growth of
141.19 per cent YoY, 50.3 per

cent YoY and 59.8 per cent YoY
respectively, while gastro grew
47.7 per cent YoY during May
2021. “Growth under-perfor-
mance was observed in chron-
ic therapies during the month,
with cardiac and anti-diabetic
growing 31 per cent YoY and
20.2 per cent YoY, respective-
ly.”

“However, on a moving
average total (MAT) May 2021
basis, a growth out-perfor-
mance was observed across
these therapies.”
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The country’s largest public
sector insurer, Life

Insurance Corporation of India
(LIC) has issued a public warn-
ing over the unauthorised use
or misuse of its iconic logo by
anybody.

According to its Twitter
handle, the LIC has barred any
websites, publishing houses or
digital entities from publishing
its logo without the prior per-
mission. The 65-year-old LIC,
which is soon going for its IPO,
has warned stringent legal or
civil action against any person
found misusing its official logo,
in a post on Friday.

The simple but logo con-
sists of a flame symbolizing ‘life’
with two shielding hands of ‘life
insurance’ indicating its pro-
tection, with the Sanskrit leg-
end below it - “Yogakshemam
Vahmyaham”, derived from the
Bhagwad Gita, and the LIC
headquarters at Nariman Point
in south Mumbai is also named
‘Yogakshema’.

New Delhi:Adani Enterprises
Ltd (AEL) on Saturday said it
has incorporated a wholly-
owned subsidiary, Adani
Cement Industries Limited
(ACIL), to manufacture all
types of cements.In a filing to
BSE, the company said it incor-
porated the wholly-owned sub-
sidiary on June 11, 2021 and
the subsidiary company yet to
commence its business opera-
tions. The new company will
carry on business as manufac-
turers,producers, processors of
all types of cements.
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The Government has asked
all Ministries and govern-

ment departments to target 20
per cent reduction in  expen-
ditures like domestic and for-
eign travel, overtime allowance,
rent and office expenses, in the
current fiscal year as it tightens
its purse strings amid the sec-
ond wave of the pandemic.

The Department of
Expenditure under the Finance
Ministry issued an office mem-
orandum in this regard on
June 10.

“All the Ministries/ depart-
ments are requested to take
steps to curtail all avoidable
non-scheme expenditure and
aim for 20 per cent reduction
in controllable expenditure....
Expenditure in 2019-20 may be
taken as the baseline for this
purpose,” the memorandum
said. However, expenditure
related to containment of the
pandemic is excluded from
the scope of this order.

The memorandum said,

ministries should aim to con-
trol expenditures like over-
time allowance, rewards,
domestic and foreign travel,
office expenses, rents, rates
and taxes, royalty.

Besides, expenditures relat-
ed to publications, other
administrative expenses, sup-
plies and materials, cost of
ration, clothing and tentage,
advertising and publicity,
minor works and maintenance,
service or commitment

charges, grants-in-aid general,
contribution and other charges,
should also be cut.

The Savings that would
accrue to the Government due
to this move cannot be exact-
ly ascertained. This is the sec-
ond year in a row that the gov-
ernment has come out with
measures to rationalise expen-
diture.  Last year, the expendi-
ture department had asked all
ministries /departments to
review appointments of con-
sultants, curtail functions and
ban use of imported paper for
printing as part of measures to
rationalise non-priority expen-
diture.

As per estimates, the gov-

ernment is staring at an addi-
tional expenditure of up to Rs
1.45 lakh crore to provide free
vaccines and foodgrains to
people devastated by the dead-
ly second wave of covid infec-
tions.

Reversing a policy where
states competed for vaccine
supplies for certain age cate-
gories, the government earlier
this week announced that the
central government will pro-
cure vaccines for all adults. 

All above 18 years of age
would get free vaccines from
June 21.  Also, the free food-
grain scheme that was to end
in June has been extended till
November 2021. 

Cardiff (UK): The climate cri-
sis is certain to be a hot topic
at the G7 summit in Cornwall. 

While the leaders of the
world’s richest countries agree
in theory on the need to reach
net zero emissions by 2050 at
the latest, they remain faithful
to a fossil fuel industry reluc-
tant to substantively change its
business model.

A recent report by the
International Energy Agency, a
typically conservative advisory
body, argued for an immediate
ban on new fossil fuel projects.
But investments by oil, gas
and coal companies into find-
ing new sources continue, as
does industry lobbying to
undermine regulation.

The environment ministers
of the G7 countries committed
to end funding for new over-
seas coal projects by the end of
2021. 

But 51 per cent of their
Covid-19 economic recovery
funds – a total of USD 189 bil-
lion– paid between January
2020 and March 2021 were ear-
marked as financial aid for the
fossil fuel industry. Worse,
USD 8 of every USD 10 dedi-
cated to non-renewable energy
was paid with no conditions on
these companies to reduce
their emissions.

Why does it seem so hard
for G7 leaders to match their
words with action when it
comes to the fossil fuel indus-
try?

Betting on the long-term
business case Despite setbacks
in volatile markets and over-
supply risks, there is still a lot
of money to be made from
extracting, producing and sell-
ing hydrocarbons. Demand for
coal has plateaued, but oil and

gas demand is predicted to rise
at least for the next 15 to 20
years, particularly in emerging
economies such as China and
India.This puts G7 leaders in
an awkward position. On the
one hand, governments 

need to reboot economic
growth after the pandemic
slowdown – a profitable 

energy sector nourished
by rising demand abroad is
welcome, even though hydro-
carbon extraction can be espe-
cially polluting in developing
countries.

Governmental support for
the industry in the form of sub-
sidies or tax breaks artificially
inflates the profitability of fos-
sil fuels, in turn making renew-
ables a less attractive invest-
ment. Put simply, it is less
risky and more profitable to –
at least for now – invest in oil
and gas.Carbon lock-in

The fossil fuel industry
continues to shed public sup-
port, but it can rely on the fact
that it’s embedded within a
complex system of consumers,
suppliers and contractors,
politicians and the media. 

The cause-and-effect rela-
tions that define such an intri-
cate system often produce
unintended outcomes.

This interdependency is

referred to as carbon lock-in.
Economies have evolved in
such a way that they perpetu-
ate an energy landscape dom-
inated by fossil fuels and
plagued by an inability to rad-
ically change.

Not only does carbon lock-
in result in inertia, it causes a
tragedy of the commons-type
problem. 

Big oil companies such as
BP, Exxon Mobil and Shell are
unlikely to make meaningful
changes until the rest of the sys-
tem acts in unison. National oil
companies and smaller pri-
vately owned fossil fuel com-
panies comprise the bulk of
known fossil fuel reserves. 

But they often evade the
spotlight and so can operate
with more freedom. For a big
oil company to make high-risk
changes to its business model
while others enjoy a free ride
would be seen as a bad business
decision.

Lock-in, as the name sug-
gests, is very difficult to break.
That said, G7 members are
powerful nodes within this
complex network. Strong lead-
ership – such as divestment
from fossil fuels and strong
support for renewables – would
cause reverberations through-
out the whole system. 
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India Power Corporation Ltd
on Saturday said its profit

after tax (PAT) jumped 60 per
cent to � 26.66 crore in the fis-
cal year ended March 31, 2021.

In 2019-20, it recorded a
profit of �16.69 crore, a com-
pany statement said.   

The Kolkata-headquar-
tered company is an integrat-
ed power utility with distribu-
tion licence covering 618
square kilometres in Asansol-
Ranigunj region of West
Bengal. It provides power to
industrial, commercial and
domestic consumers.

Total income for the year
was at � 518.37 crore, it said
without disclosing the com-
parative figure.

India Power further said
its sales increased by 2 million
units in 2020-21 despite the
impact of the pandemic and

lockdown during the first two
quarters of the financial year.

“We were able to over-
come the setback of the coro-
navirus pandemic by adding a
large number of consumers
across voltage levels, which
resulted in accelerated sales
growth from second quarter
onwards. 

Our ability to procure
power at competitive prices led
to cost savings and further
improved our earnings,”  India
Power Whole-time Director
Somesh Dasgupta said. 
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Electric two-wheeler makers
on Saturday termed as “a

phenomenal move” by the
Government to increase sub-
sidy for such vehicles by 50 per
cent under the FAME II
scheme saying it would be a
game changer in the adoption
of eco-friendly vehicles.

The Government on
Friday made a partial modifi-
cation of the scheme for Faster
Adoption and Manufacturing
of Electric Vehicles in India
Phase II (FAME India Phase
II), including increasing the
demand incentive for electric
two-wheelers to �15,000 per
KWh from the earlier uni-
form subsidy of �10,000 per
KWh for all EVs, including
plug in hybrids and strong
hybrids except buses.

In the latest modification,
the department of heavy indus-
tries also capped incentives
for electric two-wheelers at 40
per cent of the cost of vehicles,
up from 20 per cent earlier.

“The revision in the
FAME (II) policy, increasing

the subsidy by 50 per cent per
KWh is a phenomenal move.
Sales of electric two-wheelers
have grown despite the pan-
demic and with this addition-
al subsidy, we expect electric
two wheeler sales to disrupt the
market, and clock 6 million-
plus units by 2025,” Ather
Energy CEO and Co-founder
Tarun Mehta said in a state-
ment.The Government’s con-
tinued support to drive adop-
tion of EVs, with a keen focus
on locally built electric two-
wheelers will make India the
manufacturing hub of EVs, he
added.

Welcoming the “govern-
ment’s continued support to
EVs”, TVS Motor Company
Joint Managing Director

Sudarshan Venu said,
“Sustainable mobility solutions
are very important for the
future and TVS is investing sig-
nificantly behind this. The
improved incentives for electric
two wheelers will increase pen-
etration.” He further said,”Such
policy direction should lead to
indigenous development of
future technology.”

Expressing similar views,
Society of Manufacturers of
Electric Vehicles (SMEV)
Director General Sohinder Gill
said, “It’s an important and an
admirable decision taken by the
government, a move that will
bring down the prices of elec-
tric two wheelers nearer to the
IC (internal combustion
engine) vehicles and remove
one of the biggest blockade of
the high sticker price of electric
two-wheelers.”

Elaborating further, he said
a ‘city speed electric scooter’
with a range of 100km/charge
will now cost less than Rs
60,000 and a high-speed scoot-
er with a range of 80 km will
come nearer to the price tag of
Rs 1 lakh. 
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India needs about 400,000
charging stations to meet

the requirement for two million
Electric Vehicles (EV) that
could potentially ply on its
roads by 2026, said a report on
Saturday.

The Grant Thornton
Bharat-Ficci report said for
India to reach its vision of 100
per cent EVs by 2030, factors
such as increasing government
support, decreasing cost of
technology, and distressing
pollution levels, would be key
to accelerate this transition.

As per EV industry body -
Society of Manufacturers of
Electric Vehicles - there are
1,800 charging stations in India
as of March 2021 for approxi-
mately 16,200 electric cars,
including the fleet segment.

“Overall, the EV infra-
structure is tightly coupled
with the EV and charging sta-
tion characteristics, battery
technologies, and electricity
markets,” the report said.
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Vellore Institute of
Technology (VIT) declared

the results for VIT Engineering
Entrance Examination
(VITEEE) on Saturday (June
12, 2021).

VITEEE, the entrance
examination for various B.Tech
programmes offered by VIT
was conducted on May 28, 29,
31 and June 10, 2021 as online
remote proctored examina-
tion. This mode enabled appli-
cants to take VITEEE in the
safety and comfort of their
home. The results are available
in”https://admissionresults.vit.a
c.in/viteee”.

Applicants from 31 Indian
states and 8 union territories
and more than 15 foreign
countries participated in
VITEEE. Applicants within 1
lakh ranks are eligible to par-
ticipate in the counselling
scheduled from 21st June to
16th July 2021 in 4 phases.

Counselling for ranks 1 to
20,000 will be conducted from
21 to 22 June; 20,001 to 45,000
from 30th June to 1st July, 2021;
45,001 to 70,000 from 8th to
9th July 2021 and 70,001 to

1,00,000 from 15th to 16th July
2021.Applicants who secured
more than 1 lakh rank are eli-
gible for admission in VIT-AP
and VIT Bhopal only.

The classes are likely to
commence from Aug 2, 2021.

Under the G V School
Development Programme
(GVSDP), Central and State
board exam toppers would be
given 100 percent fee waiver for
all the four years. Candidates
with ranks up to 50 would be
given 75 percent tuition fee
waiver, those with ranks 51 to
100 would get 50 percent
tuition fee waiver and candi-
dates in ranks 101 to 1,000
would be given 25 percent
tuition fee waiver.

The district toppers (one
boy and one girl) in all the dis-
tricts of Tamil Nadu, Andhra
Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh
who are studying in
Government schools in rural
areas will be given 100 percent
fee waiver and exemption from
hostel and mess fees under the
STARS (Support The
Advancement of Rural
Students) scheme.
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Novak Djokovic handed
13-time champion
Rafael Nadal only his

third defeat in 16 years and 108
matches at the French Open on
Friday to reach his sixth Roland
Garros final after an epic show-
down which even beat the coun-
try’s Covid-19 curfew.

In their 58th career clash,
Djokovic triumphed 3-6, 6-3, 7-
6 (7/4), 6-2 and stays on course
to capture a 19th major and
become the first man in over 50
years to win all four Slams
twice.

Djokovic, the 2016 champi-
on in Paris who had also beat-
en Nadal at the 2015 tourna-
ment, will face Stefanos Tsitsipas
in Sunday’s final in what will be
his 29th championship match at
the Slams.

Tsitsipas had earlier become
the first Greek to reach a Grand
Slam final with a 6-3, 6-3, 4-6,
4-6, 6-3 victory over Alexander
Zverev.

Nadal, 35, remains tied on
20 majors with Roger Federer.

“It was a privilege to face
Rafa in such an incredible
match,” said Djokovic after four
hours and 11 minutes of intense
action. “Tonight it was my great-
est ever match in Paris.”

He now leads Nadal 30-28
in their career rivalry.

“It’s hard to find
words for Rafa’s
achievements at Roland
Garros. The amount of
wins on this court is
incredible,” he added.

“You have to climb
Mount Everest when
you meet him here.”

It was Djokovic’s
second win in eight
meetings in Paris with
Nadal, a sequence
which also included
three losses in finals.

It was Nadal’s first defeat

in 14 semi-finals in the French
capital.

“Probably it was not my best
day today, even if I fought,” said
Nadal. “Sometimes you win,
sometimes you lose. I had a big
chance. There were some crazy
points but there was fatigue
there.”

Djokovic finished with 50
winners; Nadal committed 55
unforced errors under the
relentless assault.

Djokovic had two break
points in the opening game of
the first set which stretched to
10 minutes but was unable to
convert.

Nadal made him pay, sprint-
ing away for a 5-0 lead before the
top seed got on the board.

Djokovic clung on, retriev-
ing one break to get to 2-5 but
Nadal eventually prevailed after
one hour on court even if he
required seven set points to
edge ahead.

The old rivals exchanged
breaks in the second and third
games of a big-hitting second set
but it was Djokovic who repeat-
ed the feat for a 4-2 lead before
levelling the tie.

Twice in the third set
Djokovic edged ahead, only to
be reeled back in by Nadal who
broke back in the 10th game as
the world number one served
for the set.

Djokovic then saved a set
point with an ice-cool drop
shot in the 12th game.

“You cannot play better clay
court tennis than this. It’s per-
fect,” tweeted Andy Murray.

A 92-minute third set ended
with Djokovic taking the
tiebreak. Nadal then broke in the
first game of the fourth set but
Djokovic levelled for 2-2 and
broke again for 4-2.

He finished it off on a sec-
ond match point when Nadal hit
wide and long to conclude a
match on the same court where
they first met in 2006.
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Opener Rohit Sharma coun-
tering Trent Boult’s

incoming deliveries will make
for a fascinating contest, some-
thing that Virender Sehwag
will be looking forward to
during the World Test
Championship final between
India and New Zealand, start-
ing in Southampton on June
18.

Sehwag, who redefined the
art of opening batting in Test
cricket, feels that Rohit’s qual-
ities and recent form at the top
of the order certainly makes
him a candidate to succeed
during the six Test matches in
England this summer.

“No doubt Trent Boult-
Tim Southee combination will
pose a lot of challenge for
Indians. They can move the
ball both ways and are brilliant
while bowling in partnerships
also,” Sehwag said.

“Boult vs Rohit Sharma
will be a contest that I would

be looking forward to. If Rohit
gets set and see off Boult’s
opening spell, it will be a treat
to watch,” feels one of India’s
greatest match winners.

While this would be
Rohit’s first shot at opening in
English conditions, the expe-
rience of playing Tests in 2014
will certainly help him.

“Rohit is a fantastic bats-
man and he has played Test
cricket in England earlier also
(2014) so I think he can man-
age well as we have seen in
recent times when he has
opened the batting. I have no
doubt that he will score runs in
England this time.

“Obviously, as it is for any
opener, he would have to be
careful for the first 10 overs
and see off that new ball to
understand the conditions
first. I am sure he will get a
chance to show his range of
strokes,” said the man, who has
scored more than 8000 Test
runs.

Sehwag also believes that

rather than going in with four
pacers, India should go with
two spinners in their five-
man bowling line-up as it
would also strengthen their
lower middle-order batting.

“I don’t how the wicket
would look like on June 18th
but one thing I have always
believed is that you need to
play to your strengths. If India
can play with five specialist
bowlers that will be great thing
because I still believe that two
spinners will come into effect
on fourth and fifth day.

“Two spinners will be
good for India because both
Ashwin and Jadeja are capable
all-rounders. That also adds
depth to your batting. You
don’t need a sixth batsman
with both of them around.”

Sehwag also wants Pant to
bat the way he knows and not
get bogged down by too much
analysis and dissection about
technique and temperament
needed to be successful in
England.

New Delhi: India’s white ball
squad, led by Shikhar
Dhawan, will quarantine in
Mumbai from June 14 to 28
and undergo six RT-PCR tests
on alternate days before flying
off to Colombo for the six-
match series against Sri Lanka,
starting on July 13.

It is understood that all
the Standard Operating
Procedures (SOPs) that will be
followed by the Lanka-bound
squad will be same as those of
the first team currently in the
United Kingdom for the
World Test Championship
final and five-match series
against England.

“All the rules will be
same like we followed in
England. The outstation
players will come by
charter flight and
some fly business
class of commer-
cial airline,” a
BCCI source
privy to devel-
opment said.

“They will
do seven days
of room quar-
antine and

then can meet in common
areas inside the bio-bubble.
The players will do gym ses-
sions in staggered manner.”

While the three-match
ODI series starts on July 13, it
is expected that Indian team
will have match simulation
practice (situational training)
after individual sessions, fol-
lowing three days of room
quarantine at the team hotel
in Colombo.

“It will be just like what’s
happening in England. Match
situations will be created and
that’s how the intra-squad
training will be held.

“You can’t have your
main players get out off the
first ball and not bat again or
bat for the whole innings.

Everyone needs train-
ing so it won’t be
practice games as
such,” the source
said. The Indian
teams over the
years have
always stayed at
the Taj
S a m u d r a
Hotel in
Colombo.
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Sehwag looking forward to Boult vs Rohit contest

Southampton: The flamboyant
Rishabh Pant took his senior
bowling colleagues to the clean-
ers with an unbeaten century
while opener Shubman Gill also
warmed up with a polished 85
during the Indian team’s intra-
squad match simulation over the
last two days.

The two teams are being led
by Virat Kohli and KL Rahul
with all the first team batsmen
packed in one side and the reg-
ular bowlers on the other, with
reserves like Wriddhiman Saha
and Hanuma Vihari.

Pant, who has been in the
form of his life, hammered
every bowler including the spin-
ners in his unbeaten 121 off 94
balls. Opening the batting with
Rohit Sharma, Gill scored 85 off
135 balls.

Kohli’s team was only trou-
bled by veteran pacer Ishant
Sharma who returned the best
figures of 3 for 36. PTI

Pant smashes ton, Gill
85 in intra-squad game
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Ross Taylor’s 80 guide New
Zealand into a first-innings

lead over England in the second
and final Test at Edgbaston on
Saturday.

New Zealand were 326-5 at
lunch on the third day, 23 runs
ahead of England’s 303.

The Black Caps had the bet-
ter of the session, scoring 97
runs for the loss of two wickets.

Tom Blundell was 24 not
out after being dropped on
nought by opposing wicket-
keeper James Bracey.

Daryl Mitchell, one of six
changes, including Blundell, to
the New Zealand side that drew

last week’s first Test at Lord’s,
was unbeaten on three.

New Zealand resumed on
229-3, a deficit of 74, after Will
Young had been dismissed for
82 off the last ball of Friday’s
play when part-time off-spinner
Dan Lawrence had him caught
at short leg.

Taylor, was 46 not out after
opener Devon Conway had fol-
lowed his stunning 200 on
debut in last week’s drawn first
Test at Lord’s with 80.

The experienced Taylor
completed just his second fifty
in 15 Test innings when he
swept Lawrence for four, his sev-
enth boundary in 101 balls
faced.

It was an encouraging sign
for New Zealand ahead of their
appearance in next week’s inau-
gural World Test Championship
final against India at
Southampton.

Taylor, however, should
have been out for 68 but a mis-
cued hook off Stuart Broad
was dropped by substitute Sam
Billings at fine leg as England
missed yet another chance.

England continued to
endure a tough first hour,

despite taking the new ball, with
Bracey, fresh from his second
duck in as many Tests, conced-
ing nine byes.

Taylor’s impressive innings
ended, however, with New
Zealand in sight of a first-
innings lead, when he tried to
attack Olly Stone but succeed-
ed only in edging to Bracey.

New Zealand were then
292-4, with Taylor having
missed out on a fourth Test cen-
tury in England.

But Bracey’s joy turned to
despair three balls later when
the relatively novice gloveman
dropped new batsman Blundell
after failing to hang to a low
one-handed chance off Stone as
he dived to his right.

But Bracey’s see-saw match
continued when Henry Nicholls
a ball after being hit on the hel-
met by a Mark Wood bouncer,
gloved down the legside on 21
and was well caught by the
keeper.

Karachi: The Pakistan Cricket
Board (PCB) will bid for five
major events of the International
Cricket Council (ICC) during
the 2024-2031 cycle, including
an edition of the Champions
Trophy and World T20 Cup.

According to an official
source, the PCB is in the process
of preparing its bids for the ICC
events which have to be submit-
ted soon. “The ICC had asked
for the expression of interest
from its member countries.
Once the Boards submit their
bids, an independent commit-
tee of the ICC will assess the bids
in December this year to give its
report for a final decision next
year,” the source said.

The source said Pakistan
has already held talks with the
Emirates Cricket Board to joint-
ly host some ICC events.

It was 24 years ago when
Pakistan last hosted an ICC
event — 1996 World Cup —
jointly with India and Sri
Lanka. PTI
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London: The England and
Wales Cricket Board is to
launch a ‘social media review’
that could lead to disciplinary
action following the fall-out
from Ollie Robinson’s Twitter
posts.

The Sussex seamer was
suspended from England duty
pending an investigation after
historic racist and sexist posts
made in 2012 and 2013 re-
emerged during his Test debut
against New Zealand at Lord’s
last week.

Since Robinson’s posts re-
emerged, the social media feeds

of a number of Internationals
have been scrutinised, with an
unnamed player found to have
sent offensive tweets while
under the age of 16.

Meanwhile, the experi-
enced England trio of James
Anderson, Jos Buttler and lim-
ited overs captain Eoin Morgan
have all faced accusations of
publishing potentially offensive
messages.

The ECB board met on
Wednesday and have decided
to look into the issue in more
detail, with a statement issued
on Saturday saying: “The board

agreed to the executive’s recom-
mendation for a social media
review to address any histori-
cal issues, remind individuals of
their personal responsibilities
going forward, and help them
learn lessons along the way.

“The board was clear that
this process would not prevent
further disciplinary action in the
future, should that be required,
under the applicable processes,
but it is hoped that the game can
emerge from this difficult peri-
od stronger and determined to
be more inclusive and wel-
coming to all.” AFP
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Birmingham: Initially not
expecting to feature in the
ongoing second Test against
England, New Zealand pacer
Trent Boult is hopeful that
achieving game fitness rather
than bowling in the nets will
put him in ‘good stead’ in the
upcoming World Test
Championship final against
India.

“Initially I wasn’t expect-
ing to play this game but
everything fell into line, and
I gave myself that chance to
get out there and I think I’ll
definitely be better off for
that head out,” Boult was
quoted as saying by
ESPNCricinfo.

“It’s one thing loading
and getting through num-
bers in the nets but to simu-
late that kind of game fitness
and having to come back
three, four or five times in a
day … there’s no real other

way to do that. So I’m hoping
it puts me in good stead (for
the WTC final).”

New Zealand have plenty
of bowling options ahead of
the marquee Test next week
with pacers Tim Southee, Kyle
Jamieson, Neil Wagner and
Matt Henry performing well in
ongoing series but Boult feels
some ‘hard calls’ are on the
cards.

“Healthy competition,”
Boult said about their pace-
bowling options for the WTC
final.

“The boys are very excit-
ed about the prospect, but
they’ve put in a lot of hard
yards not just over the last
couple of weeks but over a
couple of years of a Test

Championship cycle.
“Some hard calls will have

to be made but the big picture
is the collective goal of lifting
the world title,” he added. PTI
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Barbora Krejcikova won her
maiden Grand Slam singles
title at the French Open on

Saturday, beating Russia’s
Anastasia Pavlyuchenkova to
become the first Czech woman in
40 years to conquer Roland
Garros.

Krejcikova, ranked 33 in the
world and playing just her fifth
main draw in a Slams singles
event, triumphed 6-1, 2-6, 6-4 for
a second career title.

The 25-year-old emulates
compatriot Hana Mandlikova who
claimed the trophy in Paris in
1981.

The 25-year-old Krejcikova
dedicated her victory to her men-
tor, the former Wimbledon cham-
pion Jana Novotna who died of can-
cer at the age of 49 in 2017.

“It’s hard to put into
words. I cannot believe
I have just won a
Grand Slam,”
s a i d
Krejcikova
who was
still out-
side the
top 100
when the
2020 French Open
took place last October.

“I spent a lot of time
with Jana before she died. Her
last words to me were ‘enjoy
tennis and try and win a Grand
Slam’.

“I know she’s looking after
me. All this is pretty much
because she is looking after
me.

“It was amazing
that I got the
chance to meet
her. She was such
an inspiration. I
miss her and I
hope she’s really
happy.”

In a nervy start
to the final,
Krejcikova was
broken in the first
game, serving up
two double faults.

However, the
2 9 - y e a r - o l d
Russian was
unable to capi-
talise and dropped
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the next six games as her Czech oppo-
nent grabbed three breaks and raced
way with the opener inside half an
hour.

Krejcikova was rewarded for her
bold attacking, hitting 13 winners to
the Russian’s seven.

Pavlyuchenkova, who made her
Slam debut back in 2007, was the

more composed player in the sec-
ond set, stretching out to 5-1.

A medical timeout at 5-2,
during which she was seen

munching Haribo gummy bears,
merely delayed the Russian levelling

the final.
In the decider, the players

exchanged breaks in the third and
fourth games, before the Czech broke
to love for 4-3 on the back of a 10-shot
rally.

Pavlyuchenkova saved two
championship points in the ninth
game and a third in the 10th but

Krejcikova became champion
on the fourth when the Russian

hit long.
B o t h

women capi-
talised on a
draw in
which the
top seeds

fell and just
kept falling.

W o r l d
number one
and 2019 cham-
pion Ashleigh

Barty hobbled out
in the second round.

Serena Williams was knocked
out in the fourth round, world num-
ber two Naomi Osaka withdrew after
one match, while 2018 champion
Simona Halep never even made it to
Paris.


